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Revised October 1996PREFACEThe evolution of the Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) is outlined in the “Model Devel-opment Background” section of Chapter 1 of this report.  The model was developed in conjunctionwith a series of university research projects sponsored by the Texas Water Resources Institute, U.S.Geological Survey, Brazos River Authority, Texas Advanced Technology Program, Texas Water De-velopment Board, and Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission.  W. Brian Walls, David D.Dunn, Anil R. Yerramreddy, and Gerardo Sanchez-Torres addressed various aspects of model develop-ment and application in their thesis and dissertation research as graduate students in the Civil Engineer-ing Department at Texas A&M University.The revised October 1996 as well as the original March 1993 editions of this report documenta modeling package consisting of three computer programs called WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES.The October 1996 edition of the software and documentation reflect the following revisions to theMarch 1993 version.  • A watershed flow option has been added to WRAP2 and WRAP3 to supplement the controlpoint approach for defining the location of system components and inputting naturalized
streamflows.  Flows at water right locations are computed as a function of the flows at controlpoints provided as input.  A flexible methodology is incorporated in the model that allowsstreamflows at water rights sites to be expressed as a function of control point flows optionallyusing information ranging from simple drainage area ratios to more complex relationships.  • Dimension limits were changed to increase the maximum number of control points from 50 to200.  The maximum number of water rights and reservoirs was decreased from 2,000 to 1,700.The new watershed flow option allows up to 200 water rights sites in addition to the controlpoint locations.  Any of the dimension limits can be easily changed in the future as needed forparticular applications.  • Minor revisions to program TABLES include adding means in most of the tables and refiningseveral headings.  • Numerous minor refinements were made throughout this report to update or clarify the presen-tation.  • “Appendix G: Guidelines for Developing WRAP Input” is a new addition to the report.
DisclaimerAll interested persons are welcome to use the WRAP model.  The software can be freely cop-ied.  However, the computer modeling package must be used at the user’s own risk.  Conceptual mis-takes, fortran coding errors, data inaccuracies, and misinterpretation of results are always possible withany computer model.  The authors of this report, their employers, and the research sponsors assume noresponsibility for model accuracy, results, or usage.
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CHAPTER 1INTRODUCTIONThe Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) simulates management and use of the water re-sources of a river basin, or multiple-basin region, under a priority-based water allocation system.  De-velopment of the model was motivated by the Texas water rights system, but it can be applied else-where as well.  The public-domain software package is generalized for application in any river basin,with input files being developed for the particular river/reservoir/use system of concern.  An execut-able version of the software is available for MS-DOS based microcomputers, and the FORTRAN77programs have been run on other types of computer systems as well.The simulation model performs sequential monthly water volume accounting computations.Specified constant annual water use requirements, which vary over the 12 months of the year, arecombined with sequences of streamflows and reservoir evaporation rates representing historical hy-drology.  For each month of the simulation, water rights requirements are met in priority order.  Waterrights may include diversions, reservoir storage, instream flows, return flows, and hydroelectric powergeneration.  Multiple-reservoir system operations are based on balancing the percentage full of speci-fied zones in the reservoirs included in the system for particular water rights.  Simulation results aresummarized by a variety of user-specified tables and reliability indices.Report Scope and OrganizationThe Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) includes three computer programs, called WRAP2,WRAP3, and TABLES, which are documented by this report.  Other versions of the programs arebriefly noted in the “Model Development Background” section on the following pages.  A river/reser-voir/rights system simulation may be performed with either WRAP2 or WRAP3.  The program TABLESperforms various manipulations of WRAP2 and WRAP3 input and output files, including developingtables which organize and display simulation results.This report describes the WRAP package (WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES) and provides in-structions for its use.  The main report and seven appendices are organized as follows.  The main reportis a general discussion of WRAP capabilities, computational procedures, input data requirements, andsimulation output.  Appendices A and B provide instructions to be followed by the user in developinginput data files.  A simple example is presented in Appendix C to illustrate the format of input andoutput data.  Development of the information required for a WRAP input file is outlined in AppendixG.  The variables and subroutines incorporated in WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES are defined inAppendices D, E, and F, respectively.  The main report and Appendices A, B are essential, and Appen-dices C and G are useful, for applying the model.  The information provided by Appendices D, E, andF is useful for anyone interested in examining the Fortran code, but is not needed to use the executableprograms. Water RightsGenerally, in the United States, legal rights to the use of streamflow are based on two alterna-tive doctrines, riparian and prior appropriation.  The basic concept of the riparian doctrine is that waterrights are incidental to the ownership of land adjacent to a stream.  In a prior appropriation system,water rights are not inherent in land ownership, and priorities are established by the dates that users
first appropriate water.  The prior appropriation doctrine is based on protecting the rights of seniorusers from later appropriators.  Water law in 29 eastern states is based strictly on the riparian doctrine.Nine western states have a pure prior appropriation system.  Ten western states, including Texas, origi-nally recognized riparian rights but later converted to a system of appropriation while preserving exist-ing riparian rights.  Two other states also have hybrid systems incorporating the two doctrines in asomewhat different manner (Getches 1990 and Rice and White 1987).WRAP is a flexible generalized computer model for simulating surface water management,which can be adapted to a broad range of applications, which do not necessarily have to involve waterrights or any particular type of water rights system.  However, the model is designed specifically tofacilitate incorporation of a water rights priority system, such as the prior appropriation permit systemscommon in the western states, in river basin and reservoir system modeling.Development of WRAP was motivated by the implementation of a permit system in Texasduring the 1970’s and 1980’s.  Surface water law in Texas evolved historically over several centuries.Early water rights were granted based on various versions of the riparian doctrine.  A prior appropria-tion system was later adopted and then modified.  The Water Rights Adjudication Act of 1967 mergedthe riparian water rights into the prior appropriation system.  The allocation of surface water has nowbeen consolidated into a unified permit system.  The water rights adjudication process required toeffect transition to the permit system was initiated in 1967 and was essentially completed in 1987.Modeling and analysis of water rights has become an important aspect of water resources developmentand management in Texas, as well as in other states (Wurbs 1995).Model Development BackgroundEarlier Versions of WRAP ProgramsA university research project, entitled “Optimizing Reservoir Operations in Texas,” was per-formed in 1986-1988 as a part of the cooperative research program of the Texas Water ResourcesInstitute and U.S. Geological Survey.  The Brazos River Authority also participated in sponsoring theproject.  The research focused on developing improved modeling capabilities for analyzing hydrologicand institutional water availability and for formulating and evaluating management strategies for in-creasing reservoir yields.  A system of 12 reservoirs in the Brazos River Basin, operated by the U.S.Army Corps of Engineers and Brazos River Authority, provided a case study.  Several existing general-ized computer simulation models were applied.  The need for a generalized water rights analysis modelbecame evident.  The original version of the WRAP model, called the Texas A&M University WaterRights Analysis Program (TAMUWRAP), was developed and applied in the portion of the BrazosRiver Basin study documented by Wurbs, Bergman, Carriere, and Walls (1988), Walls (1988), andWurbs and Walls (1989).WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES were developed during 1990-1993, as part of a Texas Ad-vanced Technology Program research project entitled “Natural Salt Pollution and Reservoir SystemYield.”  Development of the revised WRAP, particularly WRAP3 and TABLES, involved essentiallycoding completely new computer programs.  The model was expanded particularly in regard to (1)organization and presentation of the voluminous simulation output data and (2) modeling a compre-hensive range of multiple-reservoir, multiple-purpose system operating strategies.  Model develop-ment and application to the Brazos River Basin are described by Dunn (1993).  The WRAP2, WRAP3,
and TABLES package was documented by the March 1993 version of this users manual.The original TAMUWRAP was replaced by WRAP2 and TABLES.  The combined WRAP2and TABLES represent an improved version of the original model, which provides essentially the samebasic modeling capabilities.  The computational algorithms were refined, some additional capabilitiesadded, the input data format changed, and the output format totally restructured.  WRAP3 is morecomplex than WRAP2 and provides expanded capabilities for simulating multiple-reservoir, multiple-purpose reservoir system operations.  A WRAP2 input data file can also be run with WRAP3.  How-ever, a WRAP3 input file may specify optional capabilities which cannot be provided by WRAP2.TABLES can be used with either WRAP2 or WRAP3.In both the earlier and more recent studies cited above, TAMUWRAP or WRAP was applied tothe Brazos River Basin.  The 45,600 square mile Brazos River Basin extends from eastern New Mexicosoutheasterly across the state of Texas to the Gulf of Mexico.  Although the studies focused on aparticular system of 12 major reservoirs, the entire basin was treated as an integrated system to reflectthe interactions and impacts of the many water users.  About 1,040 public agencies, cities, privatecompanies, and individual citizens hold over 1,300 permits to use the waters of the Brazos River andtributaries.  The water rights include diversions totalling 2,178,000 acre-feet/year and storage capaci-ties totalling 4,567,000 acre-feet in 598 reservoirs.  Municipal, industrial, irrigation, mining, and recre-ation uses account for 51%, 29%, 19%, 1%, and 0.1% of the permitted diversions.  The two hydroelec-tric power plants on the Brazos River have no priority water rights.  The studies utilized naturalizedmonthly streamflows at 20 gage locations covering the 1,020-month period from January 1900 toDecember 1984.WRAPNET and WRAPSALTTwo other more recently developed versions of the model, WRAPNET based on network flowprogramming and WRAPSALT incorporating salinity considerations, are briefly noted below but arenot otherwise included in this report.WRAPNET was developed in conjunction with a research study to evaluate the advantages anddisadvantages of network flow programming as compared to conventional simulation (Yerramreddy1993; Yerramreddy and Wurbs 1996).  Although network flow programming was demonstrated to be aviable alternative modeling approach, conventional simulation was concluded to be advantageous forthe WRAP model.  WRAPNET reads the same input files as WRAP2 and provides the same output, butthe simulation computations are performed using a network flow programming algorithm.  TABLES isused with WRAPNET identically as with the conventional WRAP2 or WRAP3.Development of WRAPSALT was motivated by natural salt pollution problems in Texas andneighboring states.  The model was developed in conjunction with a research project sponsored by theTexas Water Development Board and the cooperative research program of the Texas Water ResourcesInstitute and U.S. Geological Survey (Wurbs et al. 1994; Sanchez-Torres 1994; Wurbs and Sanchez-Torres 1996).  WRAPSALT is an expanded version of WRAP3 and TABLES with features added forsimulating salt concentrations and associated impacts on water supply reliabilities.  Sequences of monthlysalt loads are input along with the naturalized streamflows.  Diversions are constrained by specifiedallowable salt concentrations as well as by the quantity of water available.
October 1996 RevisionsThe October 1996 revisions to the WRAP software and this report were accomplished in con-junction with a water availability modeling project for the San Jacinto River Basin performed for theTexas Natural Resource Conservation Commission during August-September 1996 (Wurbs 1996).  Awatershed flow option was added to WRAP2 and WRAP3 to supplement the control point system ofdefining the location of system components.  Streamflows at remote water right locations in the water-sheds above the control points are computed as a function of streamflows at control points.  The newwatershed flow option, described on pages 33-34, is selected by providing input in field 11 of the waterright (WR) records and on the new watershed flow (FL) records.The dimension limits in WRAP2 and WRAP3 were changed.  The maximum number of controlpoints was increased from 50 to 200.  The maximum number of water rights and reservoirs was de-creased from 2,000 to 1,700.Minor revisions were also made to program TABLES.  Means were added as the last line inmost of the tables, and several headings were refined.Numerous minor editorial refinements were made throughout this report in addition to incorpo-ration of the software revisions noted above.  The original version of the new “Appendix G: Guidelinesfor Developing WRAP Input” was developed for the 1996 TNRCC project.DisclaimerAll interested persons are welcome to use the WRAP model.  The software can be freely cop-ied.  However, the model must be used at the user’s own risk.  Conceptual mistakes, fortran codingerrors, data inaccuracies, and misinterpretation of results are always possible with any computer model.The authors of this report, their employers, and the research sponsors assume no responsibility formodel accuracy, results, or usage.
CHAPTER 2MODEL OVERVIEWModeling CapabilitiesWRAP is designed for use by water management agencies, consulting firms, and universityresearchers in performing reservoir/river system water availability and reliability studies.  Water avail-ability studies performed to support evaluation of water rights permit applications represent a typicaluse of WRAP.  The model can be applied in various other types of planning and management situationsto evaluate alternative water management strategies for specified water use scenarios.  Model resultscan be used to analyze the capability of the river basin to satisfy existing water rights and the amount ofunappropriated streamflow remaining for potential additional water rights applicants.  Reservoir sys-tem simulation studies can be performed to evaluate alternative operating policies or the impacts ofadding new reservoirs to a system.WRAP basically provides an accounting system for tracking inputted streamflow sequences,subject to specified reservoir storage capacities and diversion and instream flow requirements.  Waterbalance computations are performed for each time interval of the overall simulation period.  The modelprovides flexibility for adaptation to a broad range of modeling approaches.  Typically, a simulationwill be based on the assumptions of (1) a repetition of historical period-of-record hydrology and (2) thefull amounts of all permitted diversions are withdrawn as long as water is available from streamflowand/or specified reservoir storage capacity.  However, synthetic streamflows, rather than naturalizedgaged streamflows, could be used, and various other water use scenarios could be simulated.  Althoughwater supply and use systems are viewed in terms of prior appropriation water rights, the model canalso be applied to river basins with riparian rights or with water rights not being considered at all.  Themodel is designed for a monthly computational time interval but could be modified for other timeintervals such as a day or week.  The FORTRAN programs were designed to facilitate adding newfeatures and options as needs arise.The generalized computer model provides the capabilities for simulating a stream/reservoir/usesystem involving essentially any stream tributary configuration.  Interbasin transfers of water can beincluded in the simulation.  Closed loops such as conveying water by pipeline from a downstreamlocation to an upstream location on the same stream or from one tributary to another tributary can bemodeled.  The system configuration is represented in the model by a set of control points.  Input dataincludes:  naturalized monthly streamflows at each control point covering the simulation period; con-trol point location, diversion amount, storage capacity, priority date, type use, and return flow specifi-cations for each water right; storage versus area relationship for each reservoir; monthly reservoirevaporation rates; and monthly water use distribution factors for each type of water use.  Naturalizedstreamflows at a water right location can be expressed as a function of flows at control points.  TheWRAP3 version of the model allows specification of a comprehensive range of reservoir system oper-ating rules and also inclusion of hydroelectric power generation.  Flood control aspects of multiple-purpose reservoir system operations can also be included in an approximate manner.For each month of the simulation, WRAP performs the water accounting computations for eachwater right, in turn, on a priority basis.  The computations proceed by month and, within each month,by water right with the most senior water right in the basin being considered first.  WRAP computesdiversions and diversion shortages associated with each water right.  Permitted reservoir capacity is
filled to the extent allowed by available streamflow.  Reservoir evaporation is computed and incorpo-rated in the water balance.  Return flows are computed as a fraction of diversions and re-enter thestream at user-specified control points.  An accounting is maintained of storage levels in each reservoirand streamflow still available at each control point.WRAP output includes diversions, diversion shortages, hydroelectric energy generated, hydro-electric energy shortages, reservoir storage levels, reservoir evaporation, return flows, streamflow deple-tions, and unappropriated streamflows for each month of the simulation for each water right or controlpoint.  Reliabilities associated with specified water rights can also be tabulated.  Simulation results canbe organized, tabulated, and summarized in various optional formats.Comparison of Individual Computer ProgramsThe Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) includes the following FORTRAN77 programs:Water Rights Analysis Program - Version 2 (WRAP2), Water Rights Analysis Program - Version 3(WRAP3), and TABLES.  As previously discussed, the original TAMUWRAP is a single FORTRAN77program which has been superseded by the combined WRAP2 and TABLES.  WRAP2 and TABLESprovide the following improvements over the earlier TAMUWRAP:  (1) refinements in the computa-tional algorithms, (2) minor modifications in the input data format, and (3) a major restructuring andexpansion of the output format.The computer program TABLES is used with either WRAP2 or WRAP3.  TABLES readsWRAP2 or WRAP3 input and/or output data files and writes various user-selected data listings andtables.  The simulation input and output data is extremely voluminous.  TABLES provides flexibleoptions for organizing and presenting the simulation results.A stream/reservoir/rights system simulation can be performed with either WRAP2 or WRAP3.However, WRAP3 provides expanded capabilities, not incorporated in WRAP2, related primarily toproviding flexibility in modeling a comprehensive range of reservoir system operating strategies andassociated system water rights.  WRAP2 is limited to simple single-reservoir or run-of-river waterrights.  Both WRAP2 and WRAP3 are currently dimensioned for a maximum of 1,700 water rights and1,700 reservoirs.  An input data file developed for WRAP2 can also be run with WRAP3.  However, aWRAP3 input data file may specify optional capabilities which are not available from WRAP2.  Theonly advantage of WRAP2 over WRAP3 is the relative simplicity of the computer code.  The addi-tional capabilities incorporated in WRAP3 result in a significantly different and much more complexcomputer program.  WRAP3 provides the following modeling capabilities which are not included inWRAP2.  1. Whereas WRAP2 allows only one reservoir to be associated with any particular water right,WRAP3 allows multiple-reservoir water rights.  A water right diversion can be met by releasesfrom a number of reservoirs and excess streamflows based on user-specified release rules.  BothWRAP2 and WRAP3 allow multiple water rights to be associated with the same reservoir.  2. Unlike WRAP2, WRAP3 allows a water right diversion to vary as a function of reservoir stor-age and/or streamflow.  3. WRAP3 includes hydroelectric power operations; WRAP2 does not.
  4. WRAP3 allows an inactive pool (dead storage) to be specified, as well as a two-zone activeconservation pool.  WRAP2 limits each reservoir to a single active conservation pool, withinactive storage being reflected only in the inputted storage/area relationship used in the evapo-ration computations.  5. WRAP3 has optional capabilities for handling negative incremental streamflows, which are notprovided by WRAP2.  6. WRAP3 allows use of a single input file or optionally a separate hydrology input file for the INand EV records.  WRAP2 uses a single file for all input data.Program Structure, Computer Requirements, and Dimension LimitsThe WRAP programs (WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES) are coded in standard Fortran 77.Fortran source codes and executable (compiled) versions of the programs are available on diskette.The subroutines and variables used in the three programs are defined in Appendices D, E, and F.  Theprograms have been compiled and executed on both IBM compatible microcomputers and VAX mini-computers.  The programs will run on an IBM compatible microcomputer that has at least 512 kilo-bytes of random-access memory (RAM) and Microsoft MS-DOS (version 2.1 or greater) or equivalentoperating system.  The amount of hard disk storage required depends on the size of the input and outputdata files.  The simple example presented in Appendix C can be run without a hard disk.  The BrazosRiver Basin studies cited earlier required about eight megabytes of available hard disk storage.The programs are batch-oriented.  Input data files can be developed using any editor.  WRAP2/WRAP3 creates a output file with certain data provided by default and other types of data specified bythe user.  The model user will normally not be interested in viewing the WRAP2/WRAP3 output file.  AWRAP2 or WRAP3 output file is read by TABLES as an input file.  TABLES creates user-specifiedtables for displaying the simulation results.  The three programs are compiled and executed as separateprograms.The programs are presently dimensioned for 200 control points, 1,700 water rights, 1,700 res-ervoirs, 50 reservoir storage-area tables, 200 watershed flow (FL) records, 15 water use types, and 12periods per year.  The number of years in the period-of-analysis is not limited.  The dimension state-ments in the Fortran codes can be easily changed.  The model uses a monthly computational timeinterval but could be modified for another time interval such as a week or day.  Any consistent set ofunits can be used.  Inputted multiplier factors associated with the streamflow and evaporation rate inputdata can be used for unit conversions.
GlossaryA glossary of selected terms is provided as Table 1.  Each of the terms included in Table 1 isdefined and discussed in more detail in various parts of this report.  The definitions are specificallyfrom the perspective of the use of the terms in this report.Table 1GLOSSARYWRAP Computer ProgramsTAMUWRAP - The original version of the model, called the Texas A&M University Water RightsAnalysis Program (TAMUWRAP), has been superseded by the other programs noted below.WRAP - The term Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP) refers to the overall set of computer pro-grams.  This report documents WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES.WRAP2 - The Water Rights Analysis Program-Version 2 (WRAP2) is the basic simulation model.WRAP2 and TABLES replace the original TAMUWRAP.WRAP3 - The Water Rights Analysis Program-Version 3 (WRAP3) provides essentially all the capa-bilities of WRAP2 plus multiple-reservoir system operation, hydroelectric power, and otheroptional features not available in WRAP2.TABLES - This computer program develops tables and data listings from WRAP2 or WRAP3 inputand output files which organize and summarize the simulation results.WRAPNET - Provides the same modeling capabilities as WRAP2, but the internal computations areperformed using network flow programming.  WRAPNET is not addressed in this report.WRAPSALT - Provides the same modeling capabilities as WRAP3 plus features for considering sa-linity in assessing water supply reliability.  WRAPSALT is not addressed in this report.Spatial Configuration of River Basincontrol point - a modeling mechanism for representing the location of streamflows, reservoirs, diver-sions, return flows, and other system features.  The control point located just downstream ofeach control point is specified in the input file.  Naturalized streamflows are provided as input,and unappropriated flows are computed for each control point.watershed flow option - This WRAP2/WRAP3 option restricts the amount of water available to awater right to naturalized streamflow at its location computed as a function of the naturalizedflows input for one or more control points.Streamflow Datanaturalized streamflows - Historical gaged streamflow data adjusted to remove the impacts of reser-
voir construction, water use, and other human activities are provided for each control point asWRAP input data on inflow (IN) records.incremental streamflows - The naturalized streamflow data represent total or cumulative flows at acontrol point.  The computational algorithms, as well as input and output data, are based ontotal flows rather than incremental flows.  However, WRAP3 includes an option for checkingfor negative incremental flows.  An incremental flow is the difference between total flows atadjacent control points.streamflow depletions - WRAP computed streamflow depletions are the streamflow amounts appro-priated to meet water rights diversions and/or refill reservoir storage capacity.  Streamflowdepletions are associated with a particular water right.unappropriated streamflows - WRAP computed unappropriated flows, associated with a particularcontrol point, are the portions of the naturalized streamflows still remaining after the streamflowdepletions are made for all the water rights included in the simulation.Reservoir Evaporation Ratesgross evaporation rates - monthly lake surface evaporation rates in inches or feet.net evaporation rates - gross evaporation less the effective rainfall, which is rainfall over the reservoirsite less the amount reflected as runoff in the naturalized streamflows.  Net rather than grossevaporation rates are typically input on the EV records.Water Rightswater right - A water right consists of a permitted annual water diversion amount (or permitted annualhydroelectric energy amount), reservoir storage capacity, control point location, and prioritynumber, along with associated data such as monthly use factors, return flow specifications,watershed flow location, and operating rules for multiple reservoirs which can make releases tosatisfy the permitted diversion, hydropower, and reservoir storage targets.permitted or authorized diversion - the target amount of water to be appropriated from streamflow ata control point location and reservoir storage at the same or other locations.  Monthly permitteddiversion amounts are inputted as an annual diversion amount and set of 12 monthly distribu-tion factors.actual diversion - permitted diversion target limited by water availability.shortage - permitted diversion minus actual diversion.Table 1 ContinuedGLOSSARYreturn flow - An amount of water computed as the actual diversion multiplied by an inputted returnflow factor is returned to the stream system at a user-specified control point in either the same
month as the diversion or the next month.run-of-river water right - a water right with zero reservoir storage capacity.instream flow requirement - WRAP contains no variable specifically to denote an instream flowtarget.  Instream flow requirements are specified using a water right permitted diversion with areturn flow factor of 1.0.priority - a numerical value included in the input data for a water right indicating the relative seniorityof the right.  The inputted priority numbers will typically represent seniority dates but couldrepresent any other type of priority indicator.  In each period of the simulation, water rights areconsidered in turn and available water appropriated in order of the priorities.senior or junior rights - A water right is senior or junior relative to another water right depending onthe priority number included in the input data for each right.  A senior right has the highestpriority, which is represented by the smallest priority number (earliest date or other priorityindicator), and is considered first in the computations.Reliability Indicesperiod reliability - the percentage of the total months (periods) in the overall simulation period-of-analysis during which a specified permitted diversion target (or hydroelectric energy target) ismet without shortage.volume reliability - the total volume of actual diversions (or total firm hydroelectric energy generated)during the simulation period-of-analysis expressed as a percentage of the corresponding totalpermitted diversion or hydroelectric energy targets.WRAP3 System Operating Rulestype 1 water right - allows a permitted diversion target (or hydroelectric energy target) and/or storagetarget in one reservoir to be met from streamflow depletions and releases from multiple reser-voirs.type 2 water right - is the same as a type 1 right except a reservoir storage target (refilling of storagecapacity in the one reservoir) is not allowed.type 3 water right - is the same as a type 2 right except the permitted diversion target can be met onlyfrom reservoir releases. Table 1 ContinuedGLOSSARYtype 4 water right - the permitted diversion target is specified as a function of system reservoir storageand naturalized streamflow.inactive pool - the bottom pool of a reservoir from which releases or withdrawals cannot be made
except by evaporation.active pool - reservoir storage pool from which releases and withdrawals are made.  An active pool canbe divided into two vertical zones for purposes of defining multiple reservoir release rules.primary and secondary reservoirs - Up to 50 reservoirs can be associated with each water right.However, storage capacity can be refilled in only one primary reservoir by each right.  Theother secondary reservoirs make releases to meet the water right diversion but cannot be re-filled by the water right.  A secondary reservoir for one water right can be a primary reservoirfor another water right.permitted firm energy - inputted hydroelectric energy targets.secondary energy - additional hydroelectric energy, above the permitted firm energy, which could begenerated incidentally by releases for more senior water rights diversions, assuming unlimitedturbine capacity.flood control operation - Although WRAP was designed for conservation operations with no featuresincluded specifically for flood control, flood control reservoir operations can be modeled bycombining types 4 & 1 water rights.Time Periodscomputational time interval - Although WRAP is presently limited to a monthly time interval, themodel was designed to facilitate modification for other time intervals such as a week or day.hydrologic simulation period - In a WRAP simulation, specified annual water use requirements aremet, subject to water availability, during a hypothetical repetition of historical hydrology repre-sented by sequences of naturalized streamflows and net evaporation rates for each month of amultiple-year hydrologic simulation period, which is also called the period-of-analysis.Input Filesinput data record - An input record is a line of data, not to exceed 80 characters, in an input data file.Each WRAP input record begins with a two-character record identifier.  Each TABLES inputrecord begins with a four-character record identifier.
CHAPTER 3SYSTEM COMPONENTSA river basin stream/reservoir/rights system is represented in the model by the following inter-related components:  (1) control points, (2) basin hydrology, (3) water rights, (4) reservoirs, (5) returnflows, (6) hydroelectric power, and (7) reservoir system operating rules.  Actually, reservoirs, returnflows, hydroelectric power, and reservoir system operating rules are all subcomponents or features ofthe water rights component.  The characteristics of the model components and subcomponents arerepresented by the input data. Control PointsControl points provide a mechanism to model the locational configuration of the river basinsystem.  Control points are specified in the input data to indicate the location of streamflow data,reservoirs, water rights diversions, and other system features.  The computations are based on knowingwhich of the other control points are located downstream of each control point.  Essentially any con-figuration of stream tributaries, reservoirs, and within-basin or interbasin conveyance facilities can bemodeled.  Streamflow data must be provided for all control points included in a simulation.  Each waterright can be assigned a separate control point.  Alternatively, water rights can be aggregated such thatthe water rights assigned to a given control point include all water rights located between that controlpoint and the next adjacent control point.  Multiple water rights at the same control point all haveaccess, in priority order, to the streamflow available at the control point as limited by the watershedflow option noted below.  Any number of reservoirs can be associated with a single control point, buteach control point is limited to one set of reservoir evaporation rates.Naturalized streamflows are provided as input for all control points, and the model computesunappropriated streamflows and other quantities for each control point.  A watershed flow option al-lows naturalized streamflows at a water right location to be determined as a function of naturalizedstreamflows at specified control points.  The WRAP model limits water available to the water right tothe lesser of naturalized flows at the site or unappropriated flows at downstream control points.Basin HydrologyThe basin hydrology consists of naturalized streamflows and net reservoir evaporation rates ateach control point for each month (time period) of the simulation period-of-analysis.  Monthlystreamflows and evaporation rates are provided by the user as input data.  The model allows streamflowsand evaporation rates at a control point to be computed by multiplying data inputted for that location oranother location by a user-specified factor.  This feature can be used for unit conversion factors and/orfor transferring streamflow or evaporation data from one control point location to another.  Althoughany units can be used, typical units are acre-feet/month for streamflows and feet/month for evaporationrates.  Normally, the user will input streamflows which have been naturalized to remove thenonhomogeneities caused by the activities of man in the river basin.  Net reservoir evaporation ratesare normally used, which have been adjusted for precipitation to reflect the change in the precipitation-runoff relationship caused by construction of a reservoir project.Water Rights
In the model, a water right is represented by the following input data:  (1) a control pointlocation, (2) annual diversion amount, (3) reservoir storage capacity, (4) priority number, (5) type ofuse, (6) return flow factor, (7) return flow control point location, and (8) optional water right group.  Asdiscussed later, WRAP3 also allows specification of (1) multiple-reservoir system operating rules, (2)water rights diversions as a function of reservoir storage and/or naturalized streamflow, and (3) hydro-electric power operating rules.  The diversion amount, storage capacity, priority number, and returnflow factor may be zero.  The model uses the type of use to assign the proper monthly water usedistribution factors.  A set of 12 monthly factors are provided as input data for each type of use (such asmunicipal, industrial, irrigation, etc.) to distribute the annual water right diversions over the year.  Thepriority number typically represents dates.  For example, a priority date of May 12, 1965 is inputted19650512, which is a larger number than the priority corresponding to any earlier date.  The return flowfactor is the fraction of the diversion which is returned to the stream at a user-specified control point.An actual water right permit may be represented by any number of “model” water rights or setsof values for each of the variables cited above.  Also, in certain applications, several water rights maybe combined and inputted to the model as a single aggregate water right.  The model provides consid-erable flexibility in describing water rights.  However, the total number of rights in the model may besomewhat misleading since a single appropriator holding a single water right permit may have severalrights listed representing different components or features of the water right permit.  For example, awater right which includes three different uses, such as municipal, industrial, and irrigation, would betreated as three separate water rights, since the monthly water use distribution factors are different forthe various uses.  A single reservoir may have several water rights with different combinations ofpriority dates, storage capacities, and other variables.  The diversion amount and storage capacity canbe assigned different priorities by treating the right as two separate rights, one with zero storage capac-ity and the other with a zero diversion.  As discussed later, a single “system water right” may berepresented by a combination of several WRAP3 type 1, type 2, type 3, and/or type 4 water right inputdata records.Instream flow requirements are not defined as a separate variable in the computational algo-rithms of the model.  An instream flow requirement is specified in the input data as a water rightdiversion with an associated return flow factor of 1.0.ReservoirsAs discussed above, reservoir storage capacity is provided with the water rights input data.Several water rights can be associated with a single reservoir.  The storage capacity associated witheach water right is the total cumulative  capacity to which the reservoir can be refilled under that rightor permit, assuming the reservoir has been drawn down in previous months and streamflow is nowavailable for refilling.  WRAP3 allows releases from multiple reservoirs to meet the one diversiontarget and maintain storage in the one reservoir specified by a single water right.  WRAP3 includesoptions for specification of multiple-reservoir release rules and also diversions which are a function ofreservoir storage and/or naturalized streamflows.The storage capacity associated with a water right is defined differently in WRAP2 and WRAP3in regard to inactive storage.  WRAP3 allows the storage level to fall below the top of inactive pool dueto evaporation; WRAP2 does not.  Otherwise, both versions properly reflect inactive storage eventhough the approach is somewhat different.  In WRAP2, the water right storage capacity is for active
storage only, and the storage versus water surface area input data reflects the effect of the active storagebeing in addition to inactive storage.  In WRAP3, the water right storage capacity includes inactive aswell as active storage capacity, and an inactive pool is explicitly designated.  The storage capacity isdefined exactly the same in WRAP2 and WRAP3 for reservoirs with no inactive pool.A storage capacity versus water surface area relationship is provided as input data for eachreservoir.  The storage versus area relationship is used by the model in the evaporation computations.The reservoir evaporation volume for a given month is the computed average water surface area duringthe month times the appropriate inputted net evaporation rate.  Two optional formats are provided forinputting a reservoir storage versus area relationship.  A table of storages versus areas can be inputted.The model applies linear interpolation to the table to determine the area corresponding to a previouslycomputed storage.  Alternatively, values of the coefficients a, b, and c can be provided as input data forthe following equation which is incorporated in the model:A = aSb + cwhere S denotes storage and A denotes water surface area.Any number of water rights can have storage capacity in the same reservoir.  For reservoirswith multiple rights, the storage capacity associated with each water right is the cumulative or totalcapacity.  The reservoir can be filled to this level by the water right.  Streamflow depletions, diversions,and the other quantities computed for a particular water right represent values assuming no other morejunior water rights exist but senior rights do exist.  For purposes of performing computations for agiven water right (except for hydropower rights) in a given month, the beginning-of-month and end-of-month storage is not allowed to exceed the storage capacity associated with that water right.  However,with the exception of WRAP3 type 4 rights, diversions associated with a water right are met from thetotal cumulative storage capacity of the right.  Thus, a junior water right could empty a reservoir, eventhough the depleted storage capacity affects water available to a senior right at the same reservoirduring the next month.  Hydropower rights allow the beginning-of-period and end-of-period storage toexceed the storage capacity of the hydropower right due to other rights at the same reservoir.  WRAP3type 4 rights allow diversions to be specified as a function of reservoir storage.Return FlowsReturn flows can represent water discharged back into the stream after use, such as municipaland industrial wastewater treatment plant effluent or irrigation return flows.  Return flows can alsorepresent conveyance facilities such as canals, pipelines, and pumping plants.Return flows are computed in the model as a user-specified fraction of diversion amounts.  Adiversion return flow can reenter at any user-specified control point, which could be located down-stream or upstream of the diversion location or on a different tributary.  The return flow can alsorepresent an interbasin transfer of water.  The control points of origin and destination of the diversionreturn flow can be located in different river basins.  The diversion amount, return flow factor, andreturn flow control point location are part of the water right input data.Timing of return flows is also a user-specified option.  The return flows may be returned duringthe same month as the associated water right diversion or during the next month.  Since water rights are
considered in priority order, the return flows associated with a junior water right will not affect thewater available to a senior right unless the return flow is carried over to the next month.Hydroelectric Power (WRAP3)Hydroelectric power water rights can be included in a simulation performed with WRAP3, butnot WRAP2.  A hydroelectric power water right is represented by the following input data:  (1) locationindicated by control point, (2) annual firm energy target, (3) reservoir storage capacity, (4) prioritynumber, (5) plant efficiency factor, (6) constant tailwater elevation, (7) reservoir storage versus watersurface elevation table, and (8) set of 12 monthly distribution factors.  The annual firm energy require-ment is apportioned to each month of the year in the model using the inputted monthly distributionfactors.  Hydroelectric power can also be included in the multiple-reservoir system operating rulesdiscussed below.For each month of the simulation, the firm energy target is met as long as sufficient water isavailable from streamflow and reservoir storage.  An energy shortage occurs if sufficient water is notavailable to meet the user-specified firm energy requirement.  The model also computes a form ofsecondary (surplus) energy.  Secondary energy represents additional energy, above firm energy, thatpotentially could be generated by passing reservoir releases for downstream diversions through theturbines.  Only reservoir releases for water rights senior to the hydropower right are considered incomputing secondary energy.  The capacity of the power plant is not considered, and thus the second-ary energy is based on assuming unlimited capacity.  Secondary energy is treated by the model as a“negative” firm energy shortage.  No releases from storage or streamflow depletions are made if previ-ous releases for senior rights are sufficient to meet or exceed the firm energy requirement.Reservoir Operating Rules (WRAP2)The reservoir operating procedure in WRAP2 is very simple.  For a given month, the waterright diversion target is met from reservoir inflows and storage as long as sufficient water is still avail-able considering other more senior water rights.  A shortage occurs if sufficient water is not available.The reservoir storage capacity associated with the water right is refilled whenever water is available.Each water right is limited to a specified storage capacity in a single reservoir.  Of course, a water rightcan be run-of-river with zero storage capacity.Multiple rights at the same reservoir allow refilling the reservoir to different levels dependingon the priorities of each of the rights.  However, the reservoir is treated as a single active conservationpool.  There are no zones and no designated inactive (dead storage) pool.  The user-inputted storageversus surface area data should be adjusted to reflect inactive storage so that the evaporation is com-puted correctly. Reservoir System Operating Rules (WRAP3)A major difference between WRAP2 and WRAP3 is the comprehensive range of reservoirsystem operating rules which can be modeled with WRAP3.  WRAP3 provides considerable flexibilityin modeling complex system operations and associated water rights permits.Reservoir system operating rules are modeled in association with water rights.  Water rights are
addressed here from the perspective of input data records and associated computations performed bythe model.  An actual system operating policy and associated water right permit can be modeled by acombination of any number of water rights input records.  The various types of water rights discussedhere can be combined in a variety of ways to represent a particular actual “system water right.”Water Right TypesEach water right input record includes specification of the type of water right as either type 1, 2,3, or 4.  The types of system operations which can be included with each type of water right aresummarized in Table 2 and described below. Table 2Types of WRAP3 Water Rights  Type of Water RightAllowable Operations   1       2       3       4
diversions from streamflow depletions yes yes no yesrefill one reservoir from streamflow depletions yes no no noreleases from multiple reservoirs yes yes yes yeshydroelectric power generation yes no no nodiversion requirements specified as a function  of reservoir storage and naturalized streamflows no no no yes
In a typical river basin, most actual water rights will likely be represented as type 1 rights.  Atype 1 right allows a diversion to be met from streamflow depletions and/or storage in one or morereservoirs.  One reservoir can be refilled from streamflow depletions or releases from other reservoirsin the system.  The one reservoir which can be refilled and the diversion must be located at the samecontrol point.  The other reservoirs in the system, from which releases or withdrawals are made, can belocated at any of the control points in the basin.  A type 1 right can include either a diversion require-ment or a hydroelectric energy generation requirement, but not both.  Of course, two type 1 rights canbe used in combination to model both hydropower and a diversion.  Both the diversion and energyrequirements can be zero, in which case the right would simply refill storage in the one reservoir.Releases or withdrawals can be made from a maximum of 50 reservoirs.  A run-of-river diversion rightcan be represented as a type 1 (or type 2) right with no reservoirs.  A run-of-river hydropower right canbe represented as a type 1  right with one reservoir with inactive but no active storage capacity.  Al-though the water right types are not pertinent to WRAP2, the WRAP2 procedure is equivalent to a type1 right with one or no reservoir and no hydropower.A type 2 right provides a mechanism for modeling a situation in which releases or withdrawalsfrom one or more reservoirs supplement streamflows in meeting a diversion target without replenish-ing storage in any of the reservoirs.  A type 2 right is identical to a type 1 right except that no reservoiris refilled.  A type 2 right could be mimicked by a type 1 right with an extra reservoir with zero storagecapacity.
A type 3 right is identical to a type 2 right except the diversion  target can be met only byreleases or withdrawals from reservoir storage.  For example, a diversion could be met by releases fromone or more upstream reservoirs without allowing diversion of unregulated streamflow entering theriver below the dams.  Unlike a type 3 right, a type 1 or 2 right makes reservoir releases only after thestreamflow at the diversion location is depleted.A type 4 right allows a permitted diversion to be specified as a function of reservoir systemstorage and naturalized streamflow at the diversion location.  Thus, buffer zone operations can besimulated in which certain water demands are curtailed whenever reservoir storage falls below speci-fied levels.  Input data includes a table of diversion amount versus total storage in specified systemreservoirs, as well as the annual water right diversion target with associated monthly water use distri-bution factors incorporated in the other water right types.  For a given month, the permitted diversiontarget is computed as the minimum of:  (1) the value determined by linear interpolation of the diversionversus storage table and (2) the value determined from the permitted annual diversion and monthly usefactors.  An optional feature is also included in the model which limits  releases from reservoirs to auser-specified percentage of the naturalized streamflow at the diversion location.Multiple Reservoir Release RulesAll water rights are limited to one permitted diversion or energy generation target amount.  Atype 1 water right can also include maintenance of storage in one “primary” reservoir.  (Of course, anynumber of reservoirs can each have one or more separate rights to maintain their individual storages.)Releases or withdrawals can be made from one or more “secondary” reservoirs to meet the diversion orhydropower target and refill storage in the one primary reservoir associated with a right.  WRAP3 isdimensioned to allow a water right to include a maximum of 50 reservoirs.In a multiple reservoir system, a set of rules is required for the model to determine amounts tobe released from each of the alternative reservoirs.  For example, Figure 1 illustrates a system com-posed of four reservoirs and one diversion, which is subject to the constraint of another more seniorwater right.  The system diversion can be met from streamflow depletions at control point CP-4 andreleases from reservoirs RES-A, RES-B, RES-C, and RES-D located at control points CP-1, CP-2, CP-3, and CP-5.  Since reservoir RES-D at control point CP-5 is not located upstream of the systemdiversion location at control point CP-4, its role is limited to minimizing the adverse impacts on wateravailability of the senior right at control point CP-6.  In each month of the simulation, the computationsinclude determination of the amount of water to release from each subcomponent of the four-reservoirsystem to meet the diversion at CP-4, based on balancing storage depletions in the reservoirs.
Figure 1.  Multiple Reservoir SystemAn important aspect of the multiple reservoir system release rules involves the impact on wateravailability of the other more senior rights in the river basin.  For example, the senior right at controlpoint CP-6 is not part of the four-reservoir/one-diversion system but impacts the water available to thesystem.  The model maintains an accounting of the amount by which the senior right at CP-6 reduceswater availability at the other control points and allows releases to be made from reservoir RES-D, aswell as RES-A, RES-B, and RES-C, to mitigate this amount.  Therefore, to this limited extent, reser-voir RES-D contributes to meeting the permitted system diversion at CP-4 and maintaining storage inthe system reservoirs, even though RES-D is not located upstream of CP-4.  Likewise, reservoir RES-A can contribute to refilling storage in RES-B and RES-C, and vice versa, in a similar manner.In this example, water is conveyed only by gravity flow in the stream channels.   However,WRAP3 includes optional capabilities for simulating pump/pipeline systems.  For example, watercould be conveyed by pipeline from reservoir RES-D to control CP-4 to contribute to the systemdiversion.  If appropriately flagged in the input data, reservoir RES-D will be treated just like reservoirsRES-A, RES-B, and RES-C in making multiple-reservoir releases to meet the system diversion at CP-4, even though RES-D is not located upstream of CP-4.As illustrated by Figure 2, a reservoir includes an active pool and inactive pool.  The inactivepool is dead storage from which releases or withdrawals cannot be made.  The inactive pool can bedrawn down only by evaporation.  Releases and withdrawals to meet water rights requirements aremade from the active pool.  For purposes of developing multiple-reservoir operating rules, the activepool is divided into two zones.  Zone 1 can be eliminated by specifying its cumulative capacity as equalto that for zone 2.  Zone 2 may be eliminated by specifying its cumulative capacity as equal to theinactive storage capacity.  Multiple reservoir release decisions are based on balancing the storage, as apercent of zone capacity, in each reservoir.  Zone 1 must be empty in all the reservoirs in the system, inorder for releases to be made from zone 2 of any of the reservoirs.  Reservoir storage balancing is basedon computing a ranking factor for each reservoir in the system as follows.The release is made from the reservoir with the greatest value for the rank factor.  If the release resultsin the reservoir storage dropping from zone 1 into zone 2 while storages in the other reservoirs are stillin zone 1, the release is limited to that required to empty zone 1 in that reservoir.  Additional releasesare made, as required, from zone 1 of one or more other reservoirs.  The “weighing factor” for eachreservoir used in the above formula is specified by the user in the input data.  If the values of theweighing factor are the same for all the reservoirs, the operating rule simply balances the percentdepletion of either zone 1 or zone 2 of each reservoir.  The reservoirs are not precisely balanced since,in each month, only one selected reservoir releases for the water right, unless the release depletes thestorage capacity of the zone.  The weighing factors allow some reservoirs to be emptied faster thanothers.  Thus, the user defines the operating rules by inputted values for zone 1 and zone 2 cumulativestorage capacities and the weighing factor for each reservoir in the system.
Figure 2.  WRAP3 Reservoir Pools and Zones
A type 4 water right provides additional flexibility for specifying operating rules for either amultiple reservoir system or a single reservoir.  With a type 4 right, the permitted diversion amount isinputted as a function of the total storage in the one or more reservoirs included in the system.  Thereservoir releases can also be limited to not-to-exceed a percentage of the naturalized streamflow at thediversion control point.  Thus, diversions can be partially or completely curtailed as available reservoirstorage is depleted or reservoir releases limited to a specified percentage of the streamflow whichwould have existed without basin development.
Flood Control OperationsThe various types of water rights can be combined in any number of ways to represent actualwater rights permits and system operating strategies.  The model was designed to provide flexibility foranalyzing a comprehensive range of operations for water supply, hydropower, instream flow mainte-nance, and other conservation purposes.  Although no special features are included specifically forflood control, reservoir flood control operations can be included in an approximate manner in model-ing multiple purpose operations.Flood control operations are based on emptying designated flood control pools as rapidly aspossible without contributing to streamflows at downstream control points exceeding target allowablenondamaging levels.  A type 4 water right can be used to specify an instream flow requirement (diver-sion with 100% return flow) as a function of system storage.  For flood control operations, the instreamflow requirement would be specified as an allowable nondamaging channel capacity, if storage is in theflood control pool, and zero otherwise.  A type 1 right, with a permitted diversion of zero, would beused to fill the flood control storage capacity of each reservoir.  For a multiple reservoir system, theflood control pool of each reservoir would be designated as zone 1 to define release rules based onbalancing storage depletions.  Zone designation would not be necessary for a single flood controlreservoir.
CHAPTER 4COMPUTATIONS PERFORMED BY WRAP2 AND WRAP3Basic ConceptsThe WRAP (WRAP2 or WRAP3) computations proceed by month (period) and, within eachmonth, by water right on a priority basis with the right having the smallest priority number beingconsidered first.  The water right diversion amount is diverted as long as streamflow, not yet appropri-ated by senior water rights, or reservoir storage is still available.  A shortage occurs if sufficient streamflowand/or storage are not available to supply the water right that month.  The reservoir storage capacityassociated with the water right is filled to the extent allowed by available streamflow.The naturalized streamflow provided in the WRAP input data for each control point representsthe streamflow which would occur at that location assuming no water users, reservoirs, or other activi-ties of man in the river basin.  WRAP computes streamflow depletions associated with each water rightand unappropriated streamflows associated with each control point.  An accounting is maintained ofthe effect of each streamflow depletion on streamflow availability at all other control point locations.A streamflow depletion represents the streamflow taken by a water right in a given month to (1)meet the target water right diversion and (2) fill the  reservoir storage capacity.  Water rights diversionsare supplied by streamflow depletions, as long as streamflow is available, and then by reservoir storagedepletions, if reservoir storage is available.  WRAP3 also provides the option for diversions to be metby releases from reservoir storage but not streamflow. Evaporation also depletes reservoir storage.  Astreamflow depletion in a given month will often include refilling of reservoir storage capacity de-pleted during previous months.Unappropriated streamflow represents water still available after all streamflow depletions orthe water that flows past the basin outlet into the ocean or other receiving body.  The unappropriatedstreamflow is the portion of the inputted naturalized streamflow not used by the water rights includedin the simulation.  The computed unappropriated streamflows, as well as inputted naturalizedstreamflows, are treated as cumulative or total flows rather than incremental or local flows.End-of-period reservoir storage content is computed in the model based on the water balanceequation:S2 = S1 + D - R - Ewhere S2 and S1 denote the storage at the end of the current and previous months, respectively, and D,R, and E denote streamflow depletions, releases or withdrawals, and evaporation during the month.The streamflow depletion (D) represents reservoir inflows minus spills and minus releases to meetdownstream senior water rights.  In the model, streamflow depletions are computed as the portion ofstreamflow used to refill reservoir storage and meet diversion requirements.  Spills are not actuallycomputed.  The releases or withdrawals (R) are to meet diversion requirements of water rights associ-ated with the reservoir.  Evaporation (E) is computed by multiplying the computed average watersurface area during the month by an inputted net evaporation rate.  The water surface area is deter-mined from an inputted storage versus area relationship.  Since the average area is dependent on bothS2 and S1, an iterative solution of the water balance equation is required.
For a given month, the computations are performed for each water right in priority order.  Asthe water rights are considered in turn, an accounting is maintained of the amount of streamflow stillavailable at each control point location.  Available streamflow at each control point is treated as totalflows rather than incremental or local flows.  As a first step in the computations for a water right, theamount of streamflow available to the right is determined as the minimum of the available streamflowsat each of the downstream control points, including the control point of the water right.  After thestreamflow depletion, return flow, and other variable values are determined for a water right, the amountsof water still available at that control point and all downstream control points are decreased to reflectthe streamflow depletion.  The water available at the control point location at which the diversionreturn flow is returned as well as all downstream control points is increased to reflect the return flow.The next water right, in priority order, is then considered.A fundamental concept of the model is that, with the exceptions noted below, each water rightis impacted only by more senior water rights.  During each period (month), as each right is consideredin turn in priority order, the various quantities (such as diversions, diversion shortages, streamflowdepletions, storages, etc.) are computed as if the other more junior rights did not exist.  Thus, the mostsenior right in the river basin meets its permitted diversion target and refills its reservoir storage capac-ity as if no other water users or storage facilities existed in the basin.  As explained below, exceptionsto this basic concept are related to (1) return flows and (2) multiple water rights with storage capacityin the same reservoir.Diversion return flows reenter at a user-specified control point during either the same month asthe diversion or during the next month.  With the user-specified option of the return flow returningduring the same month as the diversion, senior water rights are not affected by return flows from juniorwater right diversions.  However, with the next month option, junior right return flows, associated withdiversions from either streamflow and/or storage, can increase the water available to senior rights.Any number of water rights can include storage capacity in the same reservoir.  In the compu-tations for a senior water right, the beginning-of-period storage can be impacted by the computationsfor the previous period for junior rights at the same reservoir.  Multiple rights in the same reservoir aremodeled as follows.  A reservoir storage capacity is included with the input data for the right.  Thestorage capacity associated with a water right is the total or cumulative capacity to which the reservoircan be filled by the computations for that right.  Unless a WRAP3 type 4 right is specified, storagedepletions to meet diversions can be made by any of the rights associated with the reservoir until theactive pool is completely empty.  The end-of-period storage depends upon all the rights associated withthe reservoir.  For a hydropower right, the actual beginning-of-period and end-of-period storages areused in the computations, even if the capacity associated with the right is exceeded due to other rights.For a diversion right, the beginning-of-period and end-of-period storages used in the computations forthat particular right are limited to not-to-exceed the storage capacity associated with the right.  Becauseof this, the storage capacity for a junior right at a reservoir must be equal to or greater than the storagecapacity of any senior right at the reservoir.Organization of the SimulationThe computations and input/output data handling performed by WRAP2 and WRAP3 are out-lined in Table 3 from a general overview perspective.  After first reading a major portion of the input
data, the simulation is performed in a set of three nested loops.  The computations proceed by year and,within each year, by month.  Within each month, the water rights are considered in priority order, andthe computations are performed for each water right in turn.  Certain output data records are written tothe WRAP output file at the completion of each of the two inner loops.  The output records are de-scribed in Table 5, which is discussed in more detail in the later section on WRAP input and output.At the beginning of a WRAP execution, a subroutine reads all the input data except streamflowsand evaporation rates.  Various manipulations of the input data are performed including a rankingmechanism for identifying the priority order of the water rights.The annual loop begins with reading the streamflow and evaporation data for each of the 12months of that year.  The computations are then performed on a monthly basis.  The data on the controlpoint and reservoir/hydropower output records, as listed in Table 5, represent summations for all rightsassociated with the control point or reservoir.  Thus, these records are outputted each month at thecompletion of the water rights loop.Most of the system simulation computations are performed within the water rights loop.  For agiven month, the computations are repeated for each water right in priority order.  For a given waterright, the computations begin with a determination of the streamflow available to the right.  Streamflowavailability is determined as the lesser of the streamflow amounts still available at the control point ofthe water right and at each of the downstream control points.  Water balance computations are thenperformed to compute the streamflow depletion, reservoir evaporation, end-of-period storage, returnflow, and diversion shortage for the water right.  The interrelationships between the variables necessi-tate an iterative algorithm.  For WRAP3 multiple reservoir system operations, the releases and storagesfor all the system reservoirs are computed.  Upon completion of the water right computations, thestreamflow amounts still available at the control point of the water right and at all downstream controlpoints are decreased by the streamflow depletion.  The streamflow amounts still available at the controlpoint of the return flow and all downstream control points are increased by the return flow amount.WRAP3 System ComputationsThe basic concepts and organization of the simulation described above are identical for bothWRAP2 and WRAP3.  However, WRAP3 contains optional capabilities, not included in WRAP2,related primarily to simulation of a comprehensive range of operating strategies for multiple-purpose,multiple-reservoir systems.  WRAP3 also has optional capabilities for handling negative incrementalsin the streamflow input data.  Another WRAP3 option provides flexibility in specifying reservoir stor-age levels at the beginning of the simulation.  These features require additional input data and compu-tations beyond the requirements for the basic WRAP2 simulation.  The optional WRAP3 features, notincluded in WRAP2, are addressed in the following paragraphs.
Table 3Outline of WRAP Simulation
*** Input Data
• read all input records except streamflows and evaporation rates• rank water rights in priority order• perform various other input data manipulations• write first five records of output file*** Annual Loop• read streamflow and evaporation data for year*** Monthly (Period) Loop    *** Water Right Loop• check streamflow availability• perform water balance computations• adjust available streamflows• write water rights output records    ***    • write control point output records    • write reservoir/hydropower output records********************
Water Right TypesAs previously discussed, WRAP3 includes options for specifying a right to be one of fourdistinct types, 1, 2, 3, or 4, which are defined in Tables 1 and 2.  The computations within the waterrights loop proceed differently according to water right type.  The differences are primarily in deter-mining the permitted diversion amount for a right and in specifying how the permitted diversion is tobe met.  In all cases, the available streamflow is calculated as described in the previous section.  Thetarget streamflow depletion is then computed according to the type of right.For type 1 rights, the target streamflow depletion is the permitted diversion amount plus thevolume needed to refill storage in the primary reservoir, if one exists, accounting for evaporation andprevious depletions made available to the primary reservoir by senior rights associated with that reser-voir.  A right is only allowed to refill storage in its primary reservoir, and only up to the storage capacityof the right.  A streamflow depletion is then made to meet the target depletion.  If the available streamflowis greater than the target depletion, the target depletion is removed from the available streamflow andthe computations continue on to the next right in priority order.  If there is not enough available streamflowto meet the target depletion, the additional amount (variable MAKEUP) is released from system reser-voirs, according to the multiple reservoir release rules described previously.
The basic water right is a type 1.  Computations for a type 1 right in WRAP3 are essentiallyidentical to WRAP2.  However, in WRAP2, a water right may be associated with only one reservoir.The additional amount needed to meet the target depletion cannot be released from other reservoirs.  AWRAP3 simulation with all type 1 rights and no secondary reservoirs for any right is identical to aWRAP2 simulation.  In both models, the permitted diversion amount is given priority over refilling ofreservoir storage when insufficient water is available to meet the permitted diversion amount and refillstorage.  The computations to replenish storage in the primary reservoir also assume that the totalcapacity of the reservoir is that of the current right being examined.  Subsequent junior rights may havestorage capacities that are higher than the right in question, but this extra storage capacity is ignored bythe current right.Computations for a type 2 right are identical to a type 1 right except that a type 2 right is notallowed a primary reservoir in which to replenish storage.  The target depletion for a type 2 right issimply the permitted diversion amount. Although a type 2 right is not allowed a primary reservoir, it isallowed to have secondary reservoirs from which to receive releases.The target depletion for a type 3 right is computed identically to a type 2 right, but a type 3 rightis not allowed to make a streamflow depletion.  Because a type 3 right is not allowed to appropriatestreamflow, the available streamflow is by definition zero.  The permitted diversion is treated as anadditional amount to be released from system reservoirs according to the multiple reservoir releaserules.  For water right types 1, 2, and 3, diversion shortages are calculated as the difference between thepermitted diversion amount and the amount of diversion actually met.Diversion requirements for type 4 rights are calculated as a function of several variables.  Afterthe available streamflow is determined, the permitted diversion is determined as the minimum of afixed (storage-independent) target and the value determined from linear interpolation of the storage-diversion table input for the right.  The fixed target is the inputted permitted annual diversion multi-plied by a set of monthly distribution factors, as for the other water right types.  If no limit on reservoirreleases is desired, the required amount is met from streamflow depletion and reservoir releases, andthe diversion shortage is calculated similar to a type 2 right.  Reservoir releases, however, may belimited by an optional user input percentage of the naturalized monthly streamflow at the water right’scontrol point.
Multiple Reservoir ReleasesBeginning Versus End-of-Period Storage.  For water rights allowed to receive releases frommultiple secondary reservoirs, two options are available on which to base release decisions.  As statedearlier, the secondary reservoirs eligible to release from a storage zone for a water right are ranked fromhigh to low according to a priority number consisting of the product of a user input zone factor and thepercent full of that respective reservoir zone.  WRAP3 allows the user to specify whether to use thebeginning-of-period storage or the intermediate end-of-period storage in computing the priority num-ber.  Using the beginning-of-period storage option will allow the user to track easily how the reservoirrelease decisions are made in a month.  Using the end-of-period storage option more closely resemblesreal-time reservoir release decisions, but doesn’t allow the user to track how the reservoir releasedecisions were made during a particular month because the storage levels used for a release are changed
by the releases themselves and by junior water rights associated with the reservoir.Release Constraints.  Reservoirs upstream of a diversion location are assumed to make directreleases to meet a water right diversion requirement.  Reservoirs located in basins other than that of thewater right diversion are treated as if a conveyance structure exists to transport water directly to thediversion location.  However, reservoirs that are physically able to release only to control points thatare downstream of the diversion location are limited to streamflow depletions made by senior rightsdownstream of the diversion location.  These reservoirs are referred to as “downstream” reservoirs.The amount of water that a downstream reservoir may release is limited to the amount of water that hasbeen passed through the diversion location to meet senior water right depletions.  The effect of thisconstraint is best described by example.Referring to Figure 1, the three upstream reservoirs RES-A, RES-B, and RES-C are able torelease directly to the system diversion location.  Downstream reservoir RES-D is not.  Assume natu-ralized inflows to control points CP-4 and CP-6 are 20 ac-ft and 30 ac-ft, respectively.  The senior rightdiversion requirement at CP-6 is 17 ac-ft, while the system diversion requirement at CP-4 is 25 ac-ft.The senior right reduces the available streamflow to the system diversion to 13 ac-ft, resultingin 14 ac-ft to be released from system reservoirs.  Of the 20 ac-ft of inflow to CP-4, seven ac-ft werepassed through the control point to meet the senior right diversion.  This amount is the maximum thatRES-D may release for the system diversion.  Effectively, it is releasing the seven ac-ft to the seniorright, freeing that amount of water for use by the system diversion.  Of course, any of the upstreamreservoirs RES-A, RES-B, and RES-C may release all of the 14 ac-ft if sufficient storage exists.The downstream release constraint is determined on a control point basis.  If a second systemdiversion exists at control point CP-4 that is junior to the first, the amount that RES-D may release forthe second system diversion is constrained by the amount that RES-D released for the first.  If RES-Dreleased four ac-ft for the first system diversion, then it is limited to releasing three ac-ft for the secondbecause a total of seven ac-ft were passed through the control point to the senior water right.  WRAP3maintains an accounting of depletions at and releases to each control point as well as an accounting ateach control point of releases made from downstream reservoirs to determine the downstream releasesconstraints.  If negative incremental inflows occur within a basin, specifying negative incrementaloptions 1 or 2 may cause erroneous release decisions to be made due to the mechanism used in theaccounting of flows.WRAP3 includes an option that will remove the downstream reservoir releases constraint andtreat a downstream reservoir as if a conveyance facility exists between the reservoir and the diversionlocations.Hydroelectric Power ComputationsHydroelectric energy computations are based on the following equations:energy = (power) (time)power = γQHe (unit conversion factor)where:
γ = unit weight of waterQ = discharge through turbines during monthH = head = mean reservoir water surface elevation for month minus tailwater elevatione = plant efficiencyt = time interval (one month)In the model, these equations are expressed as:energy = QHe(POWFCT)where:   POWFCT = γt (unit conversion factor).As discussed in a later section on units, the user can either input a value for POWFCT or use the defaultprovided in the model.If a water right is a hydropower right, a permitted firm energy is input instead of a permitteddiversion amount.  A reservoir storage versus elevation table and constant tailwater elevation are inputin order to compute head.  When a non-hydropower water right’s diversion is met from a primaryreservoir and/or secondary reservoirs, the water is released either through the reservoir hydropowerturbines or directly from the reservoir pool, not passing through the turbines, depending upon theuser’s input specifications.  The hydropower permitted diversion is computed as the additional releaseamount needed to meet the permitted firm energy target, considering all releases for more senior rightswhich pass incidentally through the turbines.Because the energy produced is a function of both the flow through the turbines and the averagehead on the turbines, a different assumption is made as to the refilling of storage in the reservoir. I norder to compute the energy produced correctly, the convention of ignoring storage capacity above thewater right’s capacity in a multiple-right reservoir is relaxed somewhat.  A right will make streamflowdepletions and receive releases from secondary reservoirs to meet the permitted firm energy as well asrefill storage up to its permitted storage capacity.  If the storage in the reservoir is above the capacity ofthe right, the right will make depletions and releases necessary to just maintain the storage level whilemeeting the permitted firm energy.  The target depletion is computed as the additional water that mustbe passed through the reservoir turbines assuming that the end-of-period storage is either the waterright’s storage capacity or the current storage level, whichever is higher, plus the amount needed torefill storage.  The storage used in the assumptions is the current end-of-period storage for that reser-voir.  Junior rights associated with that reservoir may increase or decrease that storage amount, chang-ing the energy actually produced at the reservoir.  The value output for the energy produced on areservoir/hydropower record in a WRAP3 ‘.OUT’ file represents the energy produced by the mostjunior hydropower right of the reservoir.  The intermediate values of energy for senior rights is listed inthe WRAP3 ‘.SYS’ file.The appropriate streamflow depletions and reservoir releases are then made.  If the target depletionis less than the sum of the available streamflow and/or the secondary reservoir releases, the firm energyrequirement is met without drawdown of the reservoir.  If the target depletion is greater than that sum,the actual energy produced must be computed in an iterative manner because storage will be releasedfrom the reservoir to meet the firm energy requirement.
A run-of-the-river hydropower right, with no reservoir storage, may be modeled with zero stor-age in a “dummy” reservoir.  The appropriate storage elevation curve entered would then be a constantelevation.  A run-of-the-river hydropower right with inactive reservoir storage is modeled with the totalstorage capacity equal to the inactive capacity.Optional Beginning-Period-StorageThe default assumption concerning reservoir storage at the beginning of the first period of thesimulation is that all reservoirs begin the simulation full.  It is possible, however, to specify a lowerbeginning-period-storage at any reservoir in the basin.  This may be necessary to add conservatism toan analysis of water right reliabilities, to more closely model an actual circumstance, or because com-puter storage limitations necessitate dividing the simulation into two or more runs.The output from the model is voluminous.  It may be desired to simulate a portion of a longperiod-of-record on one run, and the rest of the period-of-record on ensuing runs.  The beginning-period-storages at the reservoirs will simply be the ending storages from the preceding run.  If the nextmonth option  is specified for return flow from any water right, it would also be necessary to add thereturn flow from the last period of the preceding run to the inflows of the first period of the current run.Counting of Basin ComponentsWRAP2 requires the user to input the total number of water rights, control points, and uses.  Forthe convenience of the user, WRAP3 does not.  WRAP3 does the counting internally as part of itscomputations.  Both programs will count the number of reservoirs included in the system.
Negative Incremental Inflow OptionsNaturalized streamflows at each control point for each month of the simulation are provided asinput data.  The incremental inflow between control points is defined as the naturalized streamflow atthe downstream control point minus the corresponding flow at the upstream control point(s).  Forexample, in Figure 1, the incremental inflow between control points CP-2, CP-3, and CP-4, for a givenmonth, is the flow at CP-4 minus the sum of the flows at the upstream CP-2 and CP-3.  Since streamflowusually increases in a downstream direction, incremental inflows are typically positive.  However,flows at an upstream location exceeding corresponding flows at a downstream location is not unusual.Negative incremental inflows may result from channel seepage losses between control point locations,large travel times causing the effects of precipitation events to reach adjacent control points in differenttime periods, and/or gaging or data input errors.Total, rather than incremental, naturalized streamflows are provided as WRAP input.  The com-putational algorithms are also based on total flows.  As previously discussed, within the water rightsloop for a given month, the amount of streamflow available to a water right is computed as the lesser ofthe yet unappropriated (considering all higher seniority rights) streamflows at the control point of theright and all downstream control points.  For example, in Figure 1, the streamflow available to a waterright at control point CP-2 is the lesser of the still unappropriated total streamflows at CP-2, CP-4, orCP-6.  Thus, negative incremental inflows between CP-2 and either CP-4 or CP-6 reduce the streamflow
available to water rights at CP-2.  The term “negative incremental” refers to the naturalized streamflowat the downstream CP-6 and/or CP-4 being less than that at CP-2.  The impact of negative incrementalinflows in the computations may or may not properly represent the actual situation being modeled.Thus, WRAP3 provides optional capabilities for dealing with negative incremental inflows in the natu-ralized streamflow data.This WRAP3 feature involves determining the negative incremental inflows at the beginning ofthe simulation computations.  The negative incrementals can be used by the model to adjust the natural-ized streamflows prior to the water rights simulation and/or can be written to a file for informationpurposes.  The negative incremental inflows can be computed from the perspective of either “lookingdownstream” or “looking upstream.”Computations of negative incremental inflows looking downstream are identical to the compu-tations of available streamflow within the water rights loop.  The algorithm simply compares the natu-ralized streamflow at each control point downstream of the current control point to the naturalizedstreamflow at the current control point.  The negative incremental inflow is the highest differencebetween the naturalized streamflow at the current control point and any control point physically down-stream.  The value of negative incremental inflow is either zero or a negative number indicating theamount that must be subtracted from the current control point to equate its naturalized streamflow tothe lowest naturalized streamflow occurring below the current control point.Computations looking upstream sum total incremental inflow at all control points above thecurrent control point.  Computations move from control point to control point, adjusting the incremen-tal inflows in an iterative manner until no more incremental inflows are added.  The resulting value ateach control point is either zero or positive indicating the amount that must be added to the inflow atthat control point to remove the negative incremental inflow.WRAP3 includes four negative incremental inflow options.  These options involve adjustingthe naturalized streamflows prior to the system simulation and/or writing negative incremental inflowdata to a file for information.  The user selects one of the options listed below and also specifieswhether or not a negative incremental output file is to be created.  With options 1 and 2, negativeincremental inflows are identified for informational purposes only with no adjustments to the WRAPsimulation.  Options 3 and 4 involve adjustments to the naturalized streamflows used in the simulationcomputations.  Negative incremental inflows are computed identically the same with options 2, 3, and4, but the computed values are used differently.Option 1. - The default option 1 involves no adjustments to the naturalized streamflow inputdata.  Negative incrementals are computed looking downstream for information purposes only.  Theuser can request an output file containing zero or negative numbers representing the reduction in natu-ralized streamflows required at each control point for each time period to eliminate negative inflowsbetween the control point and downstream control points.  A WRAP3 option 1 simulation is the sameas a WRAP2 simulation, except WRAP2 does not provide an output file alerting the user to the nega-tive incremental inflows.Option 2. - Option 2 also involves no adjustments to the naturalized streamflows.  Thus, thesimulation results are identical for WRAP3 options 1 and 2 and WRAP2.  However, with option 2,negative incremental inflows are computed, for information only, looking upstream.  The negative
incremental inflow output file is written as zeros and positive numbers representing the increase innaturalized streamflows required at a control point to remove negative incremental inflows between itand upstream control points.Option 3.  Option 3 involves computing the negative incrementals looking upstream, just asoption 2, and then adjusting the naturalized streamflows accordingly at each control point.  The simu-lation is based on forcing all negative incremental inflows to zero.Option 4. - Option 4 also involves computing incremental inflows looking upstream but onlymakes the “extra” naturalized flows available at the control points at which they occur.Example. - For the river basin of Figure 1, for a given month, naturalized streamflows of 18, 20,9, 15, 4, and 12 acre-feet occur at control points CP-1, CP-2, CP-3, CP-4, CP-5, and CP-6, respectively.Since the streamflows at certain downstream locations are less than corresponding flows at upstreamlocations, a situation involving negative incremental inflows exists.Options 1 and 2 involve no adjustments to the naturalized streamflows.  At the beginning of theWRAP simulation, a streamflow amount of 12 acre-feet is available to a water right at CP-2, for thatparticular month.  Note that the naturalized streamflow at CP-6 is controlling water availability at CP-2.  For option 1, the incremental inflow output file would include values of -3 ac-ft for CP-4; -8 ac-ft forCP-2; and zero for the other control points, for that month.  An option 2, 3,or 4 incremental file wouldcontain values of 14 ac-ft for CP-4; 17 ac-ft for CP-6; and zero for the other control points.Options 3 and 4 involve adjustments to the naturalized streamflows.  The flows at CP-4 andCP-6 are increased to 29 ac-ft and 33 ac-ft, respectively.  For either option 3 or 4, at the beginning of thesimulation, a streamflow amount of 20 ac-ft is available to a water right at CP-2.  With option 3, thesimulation begins with streamflow amounts of 29 and 33 ac-ft available for water rights at CP-4 andCP-6, respectively.  With option 4, the simulation begins with streamflow amounts of 15 and 12 ac-ftavailable to water rights located at CP-4 and CP-6.Comparison. - With options 1 and 2, the naturalized streamflow availability to water rights at acontrol point is reduced by negative incremental inflows occurring between that control point andeither upstream or downstream control points.  Thus, water availability is conservatively low in thesimulation.  For option 3, all negative incremental inflows are forced to zero and water availability isnot reduced at all, resulting in conservatively high water availability.  For option 4, streamflow avail-ability at a control point is reduced by negative incremental inflows occurring upstream but is notaffected by negative incremental inflows occurring downstream.  Option 4 will be the most realisticassumption in many actual river basin modeling situations.Watershed Flow OptionWater right diversions and storage typically occur at many remote ungaged locations through-out the watersheds above the control points.  The October 1996 version of WRAP2 and WRAP3 in-cludes a watershed flow option to supplement the control point network in delineating the location ofwater rights.  All rights are assigned a control point and, in the model computations, affect unappropri-ated flows and water availability at that control point and downstream control points.  The watershedflow option is used for rights at locations other than their assigned control points.  The WRAP model
limits water available to these rights to the lesser of naturalized streamflows at the site or yet unappro-priated flows at their assigned control point and downstream control points.  The naturalized streamflowsat the watershed sites are determined as a function of the flows provided as input for a specified controlpoint or alternatively as a function of incremental flows between specified control points.  The water-shed flow option provides flexibility for determining the naturalized streamflows at the water rightlocation in different ways ranging from simply using a drainage area ratio to more complex functionalrelationships requiring input of several parameters.The algorithm for determining naturalized flows at the location of a water right based on natu-ralized flows at one or more control points is based on the following equations.FWR = aSb + cB + CS = FCP - BB = L if   FCP > LB = FCP and S = 0 if   FCP < LFCP = FLOW1 - FLOW2 - FLOW3where: FWR =  computed flow at water right location [FLAMT]S   = computed storm runoff [STORM]B   = computed base flow [BASE]L   = input limit between base flow and storm runoff [FL(IWS,5)]C   = input constant flow [FL(IWS,4)]a   = input coefficient [FL(IWS,1)]b   = input exponent [FL(IWS,2)]c   = input coefficient [FL(IWS,3)]FCP = naturalized streamflow input for control point [CPFLOW]FLOW1  =  flow at downstream control point [FLCP(IWS,1)]FLOW2  =  flow at upstream control point [FLCP(IWS,2)]FLOW3  =  flow at upstream control point [FLCP(IWS,3)]The parameters (L,C,a,b,c) and control point identifiers [FLCP(IWS,1), FLCP(IWS,1),FLCP(IWS,1)] are input on FL records.  The names of the variables in the FORTRAN code are shownabove in brackets.  The identifier IWS input in field 11 of the water right (WR) record links the waterright to a FL record with these input data.  A negative integer value for IWS on the WR record indicatesthat a FL record with the identifier positive IWS will be provided.  If field 11 of the WR record is blankor zero, the watershed flow option is not used for that water right.A typical application of the watershed flow option consists of simply applying the ratio of thedrainage areas of the water right location and the control point.  The drainage area ratio is provided onthe WR record, and a FL record is not needed.  A positive real value for IWS in field 11 of a WR recordindicates that the watershed flow option is used without providing a FL record.  The parameter “a” isIWS, b is one, and c, C, and L are zero, resulting in:
FWR = aFCPwhere FWR is the naturalized streamflow at the water right site and FCP is the naturalized flow at thecontrol point assigned to the water right in field 3 of the WR record.The watershed flow option computational algorithm provides a general framework for relatingnaturalized streamflows at water rights locations, which may be scattered throughout a watershed, tonaturalized streamflows at control points provided as input to the model.  Methodologies can be devel-oped to estimate the parameters a, b, and c based on ratios of watershed areas, stream lengths, meanprecipitation, and watershed parameters such as the curve numbers (CN) that are widely used in SoilConservation Service watershed modeling methods.  Other diversions and return flows may be re-flected in the parameter C.  The base flow parameter L can be determined from analysis of gagedstreamflows at representative locations.
CHAPTER 5COMBINED USE WITH OTHER MODELSStreamflow Naturalization and SynthesisThe streamflow data provided as WRAP input will typically be historical flows adjusted toremove significant human-induced effects related to reservoir construction, water use diversions, andother activities.  The WRAP naturalized streamflow input data represent flows which would haveoccurred if man had not developed the river basin or if the water management facilities and activitiesreflected in the water rights data did not exist.Homogeneous streamflow input data, representing basin conditions at a specified past, present,or future point in time, are a fundamental requirement for any type of river basin or reservoir systemsimulation study.  Although numerous generalized reservoir system simulation models are availableand widely used, development of naturalized streamflow data for input to the models is typically per-formed on an ad hoc study-by-study basis.  Generalized computer programs and data compilationprocedures for adjusting historical streamflows to remove nonhomogeneities are not widely available.Complete series of homogeneous streamflow data covering the entire period-of-analysis at allpertinent locations are required.  Missing data in the streamflow records at one location are filled in bya regression analysis with available streamflow data at pertinent nearby gage locations.  Computerprograms, are readily available for reconstituting missing monthly data in streamflow records based onregression analysis.  Such programs include “HEC-4 Monthly Streamflow Simulation,” developed bythe USACE Hydrologic Engineering Center, and “MOSS-IV Monthly Streamflow Simulation,” whichis an expanded version of HEC-4 available from the Texas Water Development Board.  These modelsalso include capabilities for synthesizing sequences of synthetic streamflows of any desired lengthbased on preserving certain statistical characteristics of the naturalized historical data.The Texas Water Commission (TWC) and Texas Department of Water Resources (TDWR)developed water availability models for several major river basins during the 1970’s and 1980’s insupport of the water rights adjudication process.  The Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-sion (TNRCC) is updating these models using the Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP).  Develop-ment of naturalized streamflows was a major component of the water availability models developed bythe TWC and TDWR during the 1970-1980’s.  A period-of-analysis was adopted for these modelsbeginning in 1940 and ending sometime between 1972 and 1981.  Initial efforts in developing updatedwater availability models using WRAP are incorporating these naturalized streamflows from the previ-ous TWC and TDWR models.  The Interactive Water Rights Retrieval (IWR) System is a TNRCCdatabase for managing the data from the water availability models, which includes naturalizedstreamflows as well as other information.HEC-3 and HEC-5Several generalized computer models were used in the previously cited Brazos River Basinstudy (Wurbs et al. 1988) along with TAMUWRAP, including HEC-4 and MOSS-IV cited above andthe following reservoir system simulation models available from the Hydrologic Engineering Center(HEC) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
HEC-3 Reservoir System Simulation for ConservationHEC-5 Simulation of Flood Control and Conservation SystemsHEC-3 is somewhat similar to WRAP3.  Whereas diversion requirements are met in a user-specifiedpriority order in WRAP3, diversion requirements are met in an upstream to downstream order in HEC-3.  HEC-5 has similar capabilities as HEC-3 for simulating conservation operations and much morecomprehensive capabilities for simulating flood control operations.  Unlike WRAP, HEC-3 and HEC-5 have no capabilities for simulating a priority water rights permit system.  However, HEC-3 and HEC-5 provide capabilities not available in WRAP, particularly in regard to hydroelectric power and floodcontrol operations.  HEC-3 and HEC-5 contain options for computing firm yields in a single run of themodel.  Multiple simulation runs are required to iteratively compute firm yield with WRAP.The simulation capabilities of HEC-3/HEC-5 and WRAP can be combined.  Streamflow deple-tions and unappropriated streamflows computed with WRAP can be provided as streamflow input datafor HEC-3 or HEC-5.  The WRAP adjusted streamflow represents the streamflow available to speci-fied water rights after all other water rights have been considered.  Thus, HEC-3 or HEC-5 can be runwith streamflow data representing only the streamflow available institutionally as well as hydrologi-cally to the pertinent reservoir system or water management entity.TABLES includes options for converting streamflow depletions and unappropriated flows froma WRAP output file into input records which can be conveniently incorporated into either a HEC-3 orHEC-5 input data file.  The TABLES options also allow inclusion of evaporation rate records alongwith the streamflow records prepared for a HEC-3 or HEC-5 input data file.
CHAPTER 6WRAP INPUT AND OUTPUT DATA OVERVIEWA WRAP (WRAP2 or WRAP3) input file contains a series of required and optional recordsrepresenting the stream/reservoir/rights system being modeled.  The input records also include severaljob control parameters that invoke various model options, such as selection of data to output.  BothWRAP2 and WRAP3 will run the same basic data set with identical results.  However, WRAP3 con-tains optional capabilities, not included in WRAP2, which require additional input data.  Input datarequirements are outlined below.  Detailed instructions for developing the input file records are pro-vided in Appendix A.  An example is presented in Appendix C.Both models write identical main output and error files.  WRAP3 writes two additional optionaloutput files which will be described as well.  The post-processor program TABLES reads the WRAPmain output file and develops data tabulations and summaries.UnitsThe units for all the input data must be consistent, but any units can be used.  Streamflow,diversion, and evaporation data must have consistent volume per month units which correspond to thereservoir storage volume and area units.  Typical units are acre-feet for the reservoir storage and vol-ume/month or volume/year quantities; acres for reservoir surface area; and feet for monthly evapora-tion rates.  The naturalized streamflow and evaporation rate input data provided on IN and EV recordsare multiplied by factors inputted in the fourth and fifth fields of the CP records for each control point.For example, if permitted diversions and reservoir storage input data are in acre-feet and reservoirareas are in acres but mean monthly naturalized streamflows and monthly evaporation rates are input-ted in second-feet-day (ft3/s⋅day) and inches, respectively, the conversion factors 1.9835 ac-ft/sfd and0.083333 ft/inch would be entered as the multipliers in the control point (CP) records.Several of the tables created by program TABLES include the label “acre-feet” in the headings.Thus, the headings of these particular tables will be incorrect if acre-feet is not used as the basic volumeunit.  Otherwise, any units can be used if kept consistent.The variable POWFCT, entered in the fifth field of the JD record of a WRAP3 input file, is amultiplier factor used in the hydroelectric power computations, which reflects unit conversions as wellas the computational time period and unit weight of water.  The energy computations are based on thefollowing equation:E  =  γQHet(unit conversion factor)  =  QHe (POWFCT)where:  POWFCT = γt(unit conversion factor).  POWFCT has a value of 0.0010237 if the followingquantities are used:unit weight (γ) = 62.4 lb/ft3time period (t) = 1 monthand the other variables in the above equation are expressed in the following units:  energy (E) inmegawatt-hours, discharge (Q) in acre-feet/month, and head (H) in feet.  Efficiency (e) is dimension-
less.  The model uses a default of POWFCT = 0.0010237 if no value is entered in the fifth field of theJD record.  This value is computed below for illustrative purposes.  POWFCT values for other units canbe determined by adjusting the values shown below accordingly.unit conversion factor = (43,560 ft3/ac-ft)(3.766x10-10 megawatt-hr/ft-lb)           = 0.000016405POWFCT = γt (unit conversion factor)       = (62.4 lb/ft3)(1 month)(0.000016405)       = 0.0010237 megawatt-hour ⋅ month / (ac-ft ⋅ ft)
Input Data Records and RequirementsEach input data record begins with a two-character identifier.  The records are listed by identi-fier in Table 4.  The record types are pertinent to both WRAP2 and WRAP3, except for the OR, WI, PV,and PE records which are used only for WRAP3.  Input data requirements for each type of record arediscussed below. Table 4WRAP2 and WRAP3 Input Records
T1,T2,T3 - titles or headings** - commentsJG - water rights groups for outputJR - reservoirs for outputJD - job controlUC - monthly use factorsCP - control point informationWR - water rightWS - water right storageOR - multiple-reservoir operating rules (WRAP3 only)WI - storage/diversion table for type 4 right (WRAP3 only)SV - storage/area table volumesSA - storage/area table areasPV - storage/elevation table volumes (WRAP3 only)PE - storage/elevation table elevations (WRAP3 only)ED - end of data for basin descriptionIN - naturalized streamflowsEV - net reservoir evaporation rates
Title Records (T1,T2,T3)Three title records are required at the beginning of the input file.  The titles, headings, and/orcomments provided on the title records are reproduced at the top of each output file created by the
models.  The title records may be blank if desired.Job Control Record (JD)The JD record must follow the three title records.  It contains the number of years in the simu-lation, the number of periods (months) per year and the year at which to start the simulation.  WRAP2requires that the user count the number of water rights, control points, and use types contained in thesimulation and enter this information on the JD record.  WRAP3 does not require the user to enter thisinformation, but rather automatically makes the counts as it reads the input file.  Information regardingseveral WRAP3 features are input on this record, including hydropower unit conversions, negativeincremental inflow options, and system reservoir release decision options.  The JD record also includesswitches for output options.Water Right Group Output Record (JG)Many river basins will contain several hundred or thousand water rights.  Computed results canbe aggregated by control point and written to the output file as control points records.  Control pointoutput records represent a summation or aggregation of data for all water rights associated with thecontrol point.  The JD record includes a parameter to specify that output records be written for either allor none of the control points.Output for each individual water right will typically not be needed for all of the rights includedin a simulation.  The JG record allows the user to specify the water rights for which information iswritten to the main output file as individual water rights records.  The user may list the identifiers of upto 60 water rights on a series of JG records.  At least one JG record must be entered.  The list ofidentifiers follows an integer number in the first field of the first JG record.  If it is desired to outputsimulation results for every water right in the system, a negative number may be entered on the JGrecord.  If it is desired to output no information for individual water rights, a zero may be entered.It is also possible to follow a short hand method for listing water rights for output.  The identi-fiers in a JG record may signify water right groups.  A water right is defined as part of a group if itswater right identifier, control point identifier or its optional group identifier match any of the identifierslisted on a JG record.  A water right’s group identifier may be entered in the last field of the WR recordfor that right, described below.  With this option, it is possible to output results for (1) an individualwater right by listing its identifier on a JG record, (2) all of the water rights located at a control point bylisting that control point’s identifier on a JG record, and (3) all water rights that have group identifierson the WR record matching identifiers on a JG record.The post-processor program TABLES allows summary tables of simulation results for waterrights groups to be built as well as summary tables for individual water rights.  To enable TABLES todo this, the output records containing water right results must be labeled with the water right groupidentifiers instead of the water right identifiers.  Inputting a positive number into the next to last field ofthe JD record will cause the group identifiers of all water rights to be output instead of the water rightidentifiers.Reservoir Output Record (JR)
Output associated with each individual reservoir will often not be needed for all the reservoirsincluded in a simulation.  Up to 60 reservoirs may be listed for output on a series of JR records.  If it isdesired to flag all of the reservoirs for output, a negative number may be entered in the first field of theJR record.  If it is desired to output no simulation results for individual reservoirs, a zero may beentered in the first field.The JG records must be entered before the JR records in WRAP2.  WRAP3 allows either the JRor the JG records to be listed first.  Both models require at least one JR and at least one JG record.  Ifmore than one of either record is listed, the entire set of that record must be entered consecutively.  TheJR and JG records must follow the JD record in the input file.Monthly Use Factors Record (UC)Each water right (WR) record includes an annual permitted diversion and a use type identifier.Selection of monthly distribution factors, provided on UC records, is the only utilization in the simula-tion computations of the use type identifier.  UC records are required for each type of water use.  Thepermitted annual diversion amount (or hydroelectric energy) is divided into monthly diversion require-ments according to monthly use factors entered on a series of required UC records following the JGand JR records.  These records include the six-character alpha-numeric use type identifier and associ-ated set of monthly use factors.  These use factors do not have to sum to unity.  Both WRAP2 andWRAP3 sum the use factors and then divide each use factor by that sum to transform the use factorsinto decimal fractions summing to unity.  Both models are currently dimensioned for 12 uses.  Thetypes of water use could be associated with particular uses, such as irrigation, municipal, industrial,and hydropower, or otherwise represent different distributions of use over the year.Control Point Record (CP)The control point (CP) records follow the UC records.  One CP record is required for eachcontrol point.  This record contains the six-character alpha-numeric identifier of the control point, theidentifier of the control point immediately downstream, and two conversion factors by which to multi-ply the monthly evaporation rate (EV records) and naturalized streamflow (IN) data input for the con-trol point.  If either conversion factor is entered as zero or blank, the factor is defaulted to unity.  Bothprograms are currently dimensioned for 50 control points.  If a control point has no control pointsdownstream, the identifier entered for the next downstream control point is ‘OUT’.Water Right Record (WR)Data describing water rights are entered on a series of WR and WS records.  WR recordscontain the six-character water right, control point, and use identifiers, identifier of the control point atwhich return flows reenter the stream system, priority number of the water right, annual permitteddiversion, and return flow factor.  WRAP3 also requires that the water right type (1,2,3 or 4 or hydro-power) be entered.  Several of these data have default values and various options associated with them.If return flows reenter at the control point directly downstream, the return flow control pointidentifier field may be left blank.  The return flow control point may also be listed as the control pointlocation of the water right itself if desired. If the water right returns flow out of the basin, then thereturn flow location identifier should be listed as ‘OUT’, or a zero return flow factor should be entered.
The return flow factor is the decimal fraction of the diversion met for a water right that isreturned to the river system.  The return flow factor may be entered as a number greater than unity ifdesired.  This will allow a water right to “import water” into the basin by returning a higher amountthan it diverted.  A user option allows the return flows to reenter the stream system during either thesame month or the next month after the diversion.  The next month option is activated by entering anegative sign before the return flow factor.If a hydroelectric power right is specified, the annual energy requirement is input in the place ofthe permitted annual diversion.  Energy requirements for multiple hydropower rights must be enteredas cumulative in order of priority.  A hydropower right must have an energy requirement that is equal orhigher then any senior hydropower right associated with a reservoir.  WRAP2 contains no hydropowercapabilities.It is possible for several rights to have the same priority number.  If the priority number is thesame for two or more rights, priority is assigned in the order that the water rights are entered in theinput file.Water Right Reservoir Storage Record (WS) - WRAP2If a water right includes storage capacity at a reservoir, a WS record must follow the WRrecord.  A WRAP2 right is allowed to refill storage and make withdrawals from only one reservoir.  Therequired data on the WS record includes the reservoir identifier and the permitted storage capacity ofthe right.  The storage capacity is the total cumulative active storage level to which the reservoir can befilled under the water right.  Several water rights may be associated with a single reservoir, each with adifferent storage capacity.  The storage capacities must be cumulative according to the priority of thewater rights.  A junior right is required to have a storage capacity at a reservoir equal to or greater thanthe storage capacity of any other more senior rights associated with that reservoir.The control point of the first right to be associated with a reservoir is assumed to be the locationof the reservoir.  Care should be taken to ensure that all other rights associated with the reservoir belocated at that control point as well.  The storage-area data is provided with the first water right at areservoir and not repeated for subsequent rights at the same reservoir.  Coefficients for the storage-areafunction are entered in the WS record.  A negative entry for the first coefficient indicates that a storage-area table will follow on SV and SA records.Water Right Storage Record (WS) - WRAP3In WRAP3, a water right can be associated with up to 50 reservoirs with WS records for eachreservoir following the WR record.  One reservoir, called the primary reservoir, is analogous to aWRAP2 reservoir.  Only the one primary reservoir is allowed to refill storage.  The water right diver-sion and primary reservoir must be located at the same control point.  Type 1 and hydropower rights arethe only water right types allowed to refill storage.  A type 1 right or hydropower right may have eitherzero or one primary reservoir and up to 50 secondary reservoirs.  The primary reservoir must be citedon the WS record immediately following the WR record.  All reservoirs on the second and subsequentWR records are termed secondary reservoirs and can only make releases for the water right, not berefilled by it.  All reservoirs associated with type 2, 3, or 4 rights are classified as secondary reservoirs.
The WRAP3 WS record includes fields for the inactive storage capacity, storage content at thebeginning of the simulation, tailwater elevation for hydropower computations, and hydropower plantefficiency.  For non-hydropower rights, designation of lakeside diversions on the WS record allowshydroelectric power turbines, associated with a more junior hydropower right, to be bypassed.  Bydefault, all diversions and releases from a reservoir are assumed to contribute to power generation forjunior hydropower rights at the reservoir, unless otherwise specified.  Hydroelectric power can begenerated only at a primary reservoir.  If the field for beginning-of-simulation storage content is leftblank, the reservoir is assumed to start the simulation full to its maximum capacity.Multiple-Reservoir Operating Rules Record (OR) - WRAP3If two or more reservoirs are associated with a water right, an OR record must follow each WRrecord to define the multiple-reservoir operating rules.  An OR record can also be provided for a singlesecondary reservoir associated with a water right, if needed to either specify the control point locationor to flag pipeline conveyance.  The OR record includes the reservoir control point, storage capacity attop of zone 2 (bottom of zone 1), zones 1 and 2 release priority factors, and the gravity flow versuspipeline switch.  The control point identifier is not required if already provided by a previous WR orOR record.  The reservoir zones and weighing factors are defined in the discussion of multiple reser-voir release rules on pages 16-20.If the last field of the OR record is blank or zero, reservoir operation is based on assumingconveyance by gravity flow in river channels.  Reservoir releases can meet diversion requirements atthe control point of the reservoir or at any control point located downstream of the reservoir.  If the ORrecord has a negative integer in the last field, this constraint is removed.  A pipeline or canal, withpumps as needed, is assumed to convey water from the reservoir to the control point of the water rightdiversion.Storage-Diversion Table for a Type 4 Right (WI) - WRAP3 onlyImmediately after a WR record defining a type 4 right, a set of up to 12 pairs of data represent-ing the required diversion amount as a function of storage is entered.  Note in Appendix A that data isnot entered in the same format as storage-area or storage-elevation data.  The storage volumes repre-sent the total volume contained in all of the reservoirs associated with the right.  The diversion amountsrepresent the permitted diversion amount of the right at any given storage level.  Permitted diversionvalues are obtained from linear interpolation of the table.Storage-Area Records (SV,SA)For each reservoir flagged by a negative number in the first storage-area coefficient field of theWR record, a set of two SV and two SA records is required at the end of the water right data.  Therecords may contain up to 12 pairs of data that define the storage volume versus surface area relation-ship for the reservoir.  The SV and SA records represent volume and area, respectively.  The data isentered from low to high with both SV records entered before the SA records.  The correspondingreservoir identifier must be entered on the first SV record.  The programs are dimensioned to allow upto 50 storage-area tables to be input.  The sets of SV and SA records are grouped together at the end ofall the WR and WS records.
The storage volume versus water surface area relationship for a reservoir with inactive storagemay be defined differently in WRAP2 and WRAP3.  WRAP3 allows explicit designation of an inactivepool, but WRAP2 does not.  For WRAP2, an active storage versus area relationship is entered as inputdata.  For a reservoir with inactive storage, a positive nonzero area will be associated with zero activestorage.  For WRAP3, if a nonzero inactive (bottom of active pool) storage is entered, a total storage(inactive plus active) versus area relationship is required.  The WRAP3 and WRAP2 storage/arearelationships are identical if the value of inactive storage (bottom of active pool) is entered as zero inWRAP3.  This discussion is equally pertinent for storage-area relationships expressed as coefficientson a WS record or as a table on SV and SA records.WRAP3 allows the reservoir level to be drawn down below the bottom of the active pool (topof inactive pool) by evaporation.  WRAP2 does not.  However, if a positive area is associated with zerostorage, WRAP2 allows evaporation to deplete streamflow even if the active storage capacity is empty.Hydropower Storage-Elevation Records (PV,PE) - WRAP3 onlyEach reservoir associated with a hydropower right requires a set of two PV and two PE recordsat the end of the water rights data.  The records may contain up to 12 pairs of data that define the storageversus water surface elevation relationship for the reservoir.  The PV records represent the storagevolume, the PE records represent the corresponding water surface elevation.  The elevation data shouldnot be adjusted to account for tailwater elevation.  A constant tailwater elevation is entered on the WSrecord for the water right.  The data should be entered from low to high with both PV records enteredbefore the PE records.  The corresponding reservoir identifier must be entered on the first PV record.The data are entered identically to storage-area records and may be entered anywhere after the waterrights data records and before the end of data record.Watershed Flow Records (FL)Naturalized streamflows at a water right site can be computed as a function of the naturalizedflows input at one, two, or three control points by use of field 11 of the water right (WR) record incombination with a FL record.  A FL record is provided only for each negative integer value of IWSprovided in field 11 of the WR records.  A blank or zero WR record field 11 indicates that the waterright location is at the control point or the watershed flow option is not used.  If a positive number forIWS is entered, the flows at the water right site are computed by multiplying the control point flows byIWS.  The positive value for IWS would typically be a drainage area ratio.  A negative integer value ofIWS links the water right to a FL record.  A positive value of the identifier IWS is entered in the secondfield of the FL record.  All parameters required to compute naturalized flows for the water right as afunction of control point flows are provided on the FL record.  Dimension limits are set at 200 FLrecords.  All FL records are grouped together, in any order, just before the end-of-data (ED) record.End-of-Data Record (ED)After the necessary data describing the stream/reservoir/rights system components have beenentered, an end-of-data record is entered prior to entering the inflow and evaporation data.Streamflow or Inflow Record (IN)
Naturalized streamflow data for each control point are entered for each month of each year ofthe simulation on a series of IN records.  Each control point will have two IN records for each yearinflows, with the first record containing the control point identifier, year, and the first six months ofnaturalized streamflows.  If the inflow is identical for two or more control points, a negative year maybe entered on the second IN record with the identifier of the control point for which flows have beenentered previously.  The inflows at the control point will be set equal to the inflows of the previouslyentered control point.  If unit conversions are required, the inflow data entered for each control pointwill be multiplied by the inflow multiplication factor listed on the CP record for each control point.The IN record repetition and CP record multiplier features also allow naturalized streamflows at acontrol point to be computed by multiplying the streamflow input data at that or another control pointby a factor such as a drainage area ratio.  All inflow records for a year are entered consecutively.Control points within each annual block of IN records may be entered in any order.Reservoir Evaporation Rate Record (EV)Evaporation data for each control point with a reservoir is entered similarly to inflows.  Eachyear’s evaporation records must be entered after the inflow records.  The evaporation data representsthe net monthly evaporation rate specified as a depth.  The evaporation rates for each control point willbe multiplied by the evaporation rate multiplication factor listed on the CP record for the control point.Unit conversions may be provided with these factors.  Control points within each annual block of EVrecords can be entered in any order.Comment Record (**)Comment records delineated by a double asterisk may be entered anywhere within the inputdata after the first three title records (T1,T2,T3) and before the end of data record (ED).  The commentsor notes are for information only and are not read or used in any way by the model.Output Data DescriptionWRAP2 produces a simulation output file and an error message file.  WRAP3 creates thesesame two output files plus two additional optional files.  The WRAP output files include:•  error message file (WRAP2 and WRAP3)•  main simulation output file (WRAP2 and WRAP3)•  system release/hydropower file (WRAP3)•  inflow adjustment file (WRAP3)Program TABLES reads the main WRAP simulation output file and system release/hydropower fileand develops data tabulations and summaries.  Some additional simple computations, such as comput-ing reliability statistics, are performed by TABLES in conjunction with organizing and presenting theWRAP simulation results.  Program TABLES is discussed in detail in a later section.  TABLES doesnot use the other two files in any way.  They are written for informational purposes only and may beread or printed out by the user.Error File (WRAP2 and WRAP3)
The data input routine contains several data checks that take place as the data is read from theinput file.  Fatal errors, such as missing required records, cause the program to terminate.  If a fatalinput data error is encountered, an appropriate message is written to the screen and an identical mes-sage is written to the error file before program termination.  Several non-fatal errors which may occurduring program execution have been defined as well.  Non-fatal errors will cause an appropriate mes-sage to be written to the error file, but the program will not terminate.  A common non-fatal error mightbe a reservoir evaporation computation not iterating to sufficient precision.  The data causing the errorwill customarily be written to the error file for the user to check.Output File (WRAP2 and WRAP3)The WRAP2 and WRAP3 output file is outlined in Table 5.  The file contains the simulationresults for each control point and for whichever water rights and reservoirs have been flagged foroutput.  As indicated in Table 3, the data are written, as the computations proceed, on a month-by-month basis, with water right data written in order of priority.  The format of this file is designed tocompactly store the voluminous output data in the order in which it is computed.  Although the file canbe viewed directly by the model user, the format is not convenient for interpreting simulation results.Program TABLES provides the capability to reorganize, tabulate, and summarize the simulation re-sults in a variety of formats.The output file begins with four title lines; the first line identifies the file as a WRAP2 orWRAP3 file, and the remaining three lines are the title records from the input file.  The fifth line of theoutput file contains, from left to right, the year on which the simulation started, the number of years ofthe simulation, the number of periods per year, the number of control points in the basin, the number ofwater rights output and the number of reservoirs output.  The simulation results are then written in acolumnar format in blocks of data representing each month of the simulation.  Within each month ofsimulation results, output records for the chosen water rights are written first, followed by the controlpoint output records, followed by the output records for the chosen reservoirs.  The content of theindividual records is described below.  Any differences between WRAP2 and WRAP3 are identifiedwhere appropriate.Water right output records.  Each water right output record contains, from left to right, the waterright or group identifier, the diversion shortage that occurred, the monthly permitted diversion amount,the evaporation volume that occurred if the right is associated with a reservoir, the end-of-period stor-age of the reservoir, the streamflow depletion the water right made during the month, the streamflowavailable to the right before the streamflow depletion, all water that was released from secondaryreservoirs to meet the diversion and/or refill storage, and the year and month of the simulation.The difference between the permitted diversion and the diversion shortage represents the diver-sion amount actually met from streamflow depletions and reservoir releases.  Both are written as zeroor positive.  The values of permitted diversion and diversion shortage for a hydropower right are writ-ten as zero.The evaporation and end-of-period storage represent the values that would occur assuming noother junior rights are associated with the reservoir.  The reservoir evaporation will be written as anegative number if a negative net evaporation rate occurred at the control point.  The values written for
the most junior right at the reservoir are therefore the actual values that occur for the reservoir.  Anyvalues written for senior rights at the reservoir are intermediate values only.The streamflow depletion represents the streamflow that the water right appropriated to meetthe permitted diversion amount and/or refill storage and meet evaporation.  In months with a negativenet evaporation rate, the streamflow depletion may be written as a negative number.  In this case, thewater right actually makes water available to the basin by catching precipitation that falls onto thereservoir surface.In WRAP3, the value for reservoir releases includes only releases from secondary reservoirs tomeet the storage and permitted diversion requirements of the right.  The amount that is released fromthe primary reservoir is not included.  The value of releases from system reservoirs is always zero inWRAP2 output files.Control point output records.  Control point records provide a summation of output data for allthe water rights at each control point and are similar in format to water right output records.  Eachrecord contains, from left to right, the control point identifier, the sum of the shortages and permitteddiversions for all water rights, evaporation and end-of-period storage for all reservoirs, and streamflowdepletions for all rights located at the control point.  The final three fields contain the unappropriatedflow remaining at the control point after all streamflow depletions have been made, the sum of thereturn flow returned at the control point from the current and previous month, and the naturalizedstreamflow at the control point. Table 5WRAP2 or WRAP3 Output FileFirst Five Records of WRAP Output FileWRAP3 (MARCH 1993 VERSION) OUTPUT FILETITLE1TITLE2TITLE3YRST NYRS NPRDS NCPTS NWROUT NREOUTBlock of Records Repeated for Each Period (Month)water rights output records (number of records = NWROUT)control point output records (number of records = NCPTS)reservoir/hydropower output records (number of records = NREOUT)Definition of Variables on Fifth RecordYRST   -  first year of simulationNYRS   -  number of years in simulationNPRDS  -  number of periods in a year (12 assuming a monthly interval)NCPTS  -  number of control points in WRAP output fileNWROUT -  number of water rights in WRAP output fileNREOUT -  number of reservoirs in WRAP output fileTotal Number of Records in WRAP Output File
number of records = 5 + (NYRS*NPRDS) * (NWROUT + NCPTS + NREOUT)Water Rights Output RecordsEach record provides data for a water right for a given period (month).  The records for all of the water rights aregrouped together for a given period.  The 80 character record contains 10 variables stored in the format indicatedbelow.  Releases from other reservoirs (item 8 below) can be nonzero only for a WRAP3 multiple-reservoir waterright.  This field is always zero in a WRAP2 output file.FORMAT (A6, 5F9.1, F10.1, F9.1, 2X, 2I4)1. water right identifier (A6)2. diversion shortage (F9.1)3. permitted target diversion (F9.1)4. evaporation (F9.1)5. end-of-period storage (F9.1)6. streamflow depletion (F9.1)7. available streamflow (F10.1)8. releases from other reservoirs (F9.1)9. year (I4)10. month (I4)Table 5 ContinuedWRAP2 or WRAP3 Output FileControl Point Output RecordsEach record provides data for a control point for a given period (month).  The records for all the control points aregrouped together for a given period.  The 80 character record contains nine variables stored in the format indicatedbelow.  A control point record contains data summed for all the water rights located at the control point or data, suchas naturalized and unappropriated streamflows, not associated with a particular water right.  Return flows are cited atthe control point at which the flows reenter the stream.FORMAT (A6, 5F9.1, F10.1, F9.1, F10.1)1. control point identifier (A6)2. diversion shortage (F9.1)3. permitted diversion (F9.1)4. evaporation (F9.1)5. end-of-period storage (F9.1)6. streamflow depletion (F9.1)7. unappropriated streamflow (F10.1)8. return flow (F9.1)9. naturalized streamflow (F10.1)Reservoir/Hydropower Output RecordsEach record provides data for a reservoir and/or hydroelectric power plant for a given period (month).  All the reser-voir/hydropower records are grouped together for a given period.  The 80 character record contains nine variablesstored in the format indicated below.  The variables related to hydroelectric power generation are always zero in aWRAP2 output file.  WRAP3 may output records for reservoirs with or without hydroelectric power.FORMAT (A6, 2F10.1, 6F9.1)
1. reservoir identifier (A6)2. hydroelectric power shortage (+)  or secondary energy (-) (F10.1)3. energy generated (F10.1)4. reservoir evaporation (F9.1)5. end-of-period storage (F9.1)6. inflows to reservoir from streamflow  depletions (F9.1)7. inflows to reservoir from  releases from other reservoirs (F9.1)8. releases from reservoir accessible  to hydroelectric power turbines (F9.1)9. releases from reservoir not  accessible to hydroelectric power  turbines (F9.1)Reservoir/hydropower output records.  Reservoir output records include, from left to right, thereservoir identifier, power shortage at the reservoir, energy produced at the reservoir, evaporation, end-of-period storage, streamflow depletions made available to the reservoir, releases from other reservoirsmade available, releases from the reservoir through the outlet works and lakeside releases from thereservoir.The hydroelectric energy produced at the reservoir in each month is calculated from the aver-age water surface elevation of the reservoir, the total flow through the outlet works for all rights asso-ciated with the reservoir, and the tailwater elevation input for the most junior hydropower right associ-ated with the reservoir.  The power produced is computed assuming that the turbinecapacity is unlimited.  Hydropower shortages are calculated as the algebraicdifference between firm power and the power produced at the reservoir.  Positive shortage valuessignify that insufficient water was released from the reservoir through the outlet works to produce thefirm power of the most junior hydropower right at the reservoir.  Negative shortages represent “second-ary energy” that was produced by releases through the outlet works to meet water right diversion andstorage requirements, assuming unlimited turbine capacity.  The hydropower values are output as zeroin a WRAP2 simulation.Streamflow depletions made available to a reservoir include depletions for diversions as well asdepletions to refill storage and meet evaporation.  Depletions for diversions are assumed to enter aprimary reservoir and then are released either lakeside or through the reservoir’s outlet works.Releases made by a reservoir include both releases as a primary reservoir and releases as asecondary system reservoir.  The releases written to a reservoir output record include both primary andsecondary releases.  WRAP2, allowing only primary releases and containing no hydropower capabili-ties, makes no distinction between lakeside or outlet work releases.  WRAP2 releases are written asoutlet work releases by convention.System Release/Hydropower File (WRAP3)The system release file written by WRAP3 lists the releases from the primary and secondaryreservoirs for each month of the simulation for each water right chosen for output.  The file also writesthe firm energy and the energy produced by each water right.  The release from a primary reservoir is
simply the diversion met by the right.  This amount may include water from streamflow depletions andwater released from secondary reservoirs as well as water taken from storage in the primary reservoir.The data for each right is written as a single record in the following order:• water right or water right group identifier,• number of reservoirs associated with the right,• year and month,• energy target and energy generated,• and reservoir identifiers and associated releases listed in the same order as the WS records inthe input file.The energy target and energy generated are written as zero for non-hydropower rights.  This is the onlyinformation available regarding the energy generated by senior rights when several rights generateenergy at the same reservoir.  The system release/hydropower file is read by program TABLES todevelop tables of system reservoir releases for a water right or water right group.Inflow Adjustment File (WRAP3)If specified on the job control (JD) record, the information obtained by the different options forcomputing negative incremental inflows is written for each control point for each month of the simula-tion.  Data is written for each control point a year at a time.  Depending upon the option chosen, the datawritten for each control point is either negative, zero or positive, indicating the amount that must beadded to or subtracted from the inflows to remove the negative incremental inflow.
CHAPTER 7PROGRAM TABLESThe computer program TABLES reads the WRAP (WRAP2 or WRAP3) input and output files,performs various data manipulations, and develops output tables and data listings.  The WRAP outputdata, as well as input data, is quite voluminous.  The WRAP2/WRAP3 output file is designed to storelarge quantities of data in a concise format.  TABLES provides convenient and flexible capabilities fordata organization, tabulation, and presentation.FilesAn execution of TABLES begins with an interactive routine in which the user provides filenames for all pertinent files, which may include:TABLES input fileTABLES output fileWRAP (WRAP2 or WRAP3) input fileWRAP (WRAP2 or WRAP3) output fileWRAP3 system release/hydropower fileThe TABLES input file specifies the tables and data listings to be developed.  The tables and datalistings are stored in the TABLES output file.  The data from which the tables and data listings arecompiled are read from WRAP input and/or output files.  The TABLES input and output files arealways named and opened.  One or more WRAP input or output files are required depending on thetypes of tables or data listings specified in the TABLES input file.Program OrganizationTABLES consists of a main program and several subroutines.  The main program opens therequired files, checks the identifier on each record of the TABLES input file in turn, and calls theappropriate subroutines.  The WRAP input and output files are read and the specified tables and datalisting are developed and written to the TABLES output file by the subroutines.  Each subroutine isassociated with a specific type of table or data listing.A majority of the TABLES input records activate subroutines which simply rearrange and tabu-late, with appropriate table headings, selected data read from the WRAP input or output file.  However,some of the subroutines also include simple computational algorithms.  In some cases, summing orother arithmetic combining of data are involved.  Other subroutines include a little more complexarithmetic operations.  For example, a 1SRT record calls a subroutine containing a water rights sortingalgorithm.  A 2REL record involves computing period and volume reliabilities.  A 2PER record acti-vates a subroutine which converts reservoir storages from volume units to percentages of storage ca-pacity and also develops a storage/duration table.TABLES Input FileThe tables or data listings to be developed are specified in a TABLES input file.  Each type oftable or data listing is associated with the selected four-character record identifier.  Each record in the
TABLES input file begins with a four-character record identifier, followed by parameters providinginstructions associated with that particular type of table or data listing.  All records are optional; thereare no required records.  No limits are placed on the number or order of the records, with the exceptionof TITL records which are limited to a maximum of five records and must be located at the beginningof the input file.  Any number of each type of record, except the TITL records, can be placed in anyorder in the input file.  TABLES reads one record of the input file; develops the tables and data listingsspecified by the input record; stores the tables and data listings in the TABLES output file; and thengoes on to the next record of the input file.  TABLES input records are listed in Table 6 and discussedbelow.  Detailed instructions for developing a TABLES input file are provided in Appendix B.  Theexample problem in Appendix C illustrates the format and headings for several types of output tables.Miscellaneous RecordsTITL records provide titles or headings to be reproduced on the cover page and at the top ofeach job type 2 or 3 table.  Zero to five TITL records may be used.COMM records provide a means to insert comments or notes at any location in the input file.COMM records are not read or used in any way by the program.The ENDF record denotes the end of the input file.  Any records following the ENDF recordwill not be read.  Although an ENDF record is not required, a message is printed on the terminal screen,as a reminder, if the input file has no ENDF record.Job Type 1 Records1REC, 1SUM, and 1SRT records specify listings and tabulations of data which are read from aWRAP input file.  Inclusion of a 1REC record in a TABLES input file results in a listing of specifiedWRAP input records.  The 2-character identifiers of the WRAP input records to be included (or alterna-tively to be omitted) in the listing are entered on the 1REC record.A 1SUM record results in a summary table of water rights data by control point, type of use,water right type, or water right group.  This table includes number of rights, diversion amounts, numberof reservoirs, storage capacity, and range of priorities.A 1SRT record requests a listing of water rights sorted in priority order or a listing sorted bytype of use, control point, water right type, or water right group in priority order.Job Type 2 RecordsJob type 2 records result in tables being developed from the data contained in the water right,control point, and reservoir/hydropower records of a WRAPoutput file, as listed in Table 5.  A WRAP output water right record contains data for an individual waterright.  A control point record contains data summed for all the water rights located at the control pointor data, such as naturalized or unappropriated flows, not associated with a particular water right.  Areservoir/hydropower record contains data for a reservoir including hydroelectric energy generationdata if a power plant is located at the reservoir.
Table 6Program TABLES Input Records
Miscellaneous RecordsTITL - titles or headingsCOMM - commentsENDF - end of input data fileJob Type 1 Records - Tabulations from WRAP2 or WRAP3 Input File1REC - listing of specified input records1SUM - water rights summary by control point or type of use1SRT - listing of water rights sorted by priority, type of use, control point, or water right typeJob Type 2 Records - Tabulations from WRAP2 or WRAP3 Output File2SCP - summary table for a control point2SWR - summary table for a water right2SRE - summary table for a reservoir2SGP - summary table for a water right group2SUM - summary table of summation of selected water rights2SBA - summary table for river basin (all control points)2REL - reliability and shortage summary2NAT - naturalized streamflows2UNA - unappropriated streamflows2DEP - streamflow depletions2SHT - shortages2STO - reservoir storages2PER - percentage storage of selected reservoirs and storage-duration for selected reservoirsJob Type 3 Records - Develop IN and EV Records in HEC-3 or HEC-5 Format3NAT - IN records of naturalized streamflows with or without EV records3UNA - IN records of unappropriated streamflows with or without EV records3DEP - IN records of streamflow depletions with or without EV records3HEC -IN records of naturalized streamflows, unappropriated streamflows, streamflow depletions, orthe summation of streamflow depletions plus unappropriated flows, for selected control points andselected water rights, with or without EV recordsJob Type 4 Records - Tabulations from System Release/Hydropower File4SWR - system reservoir releases for selected water rights4SGP - system reservoir releases for selected water rights groups
2SGP, 2SCP, 2SWR, and 2SRE records result in summary tables for specified water right groups,control points, water rights, or reservoirs, respectively.  These tables consist of either a monthly orannual tabulation of all the data items contained on the WRAP control point, water right, or reservoir/hydropower records.A 2SUM record results in a summation of the data on the WRAP water rights output records ofspecified water rights.  The 2SUM output table, for the summation of data for several selected waterrights, has the same headings and format as the 2SWR table for a single water right.  If group identifiersare output instead of water right identifiers, a 2SUM output table is identical to a 2SGP table.A 2SBA record results in a basin summary table, with the same headings and data as the 2SCPrecord cited above, with the tabulated data (except naturalized and unappropriated streamflows) beingthe summation of the data for all the control points.  The naturalized and unappropriated streamflows inthe 2SBA table are the maximum of the values found at the control points.2REL record calls for a table containing period and volume reliabilities and a shortage sum-mary for either selected water rights, water right groups, control points, or hydroelectric power reser-voirs.  Three separate 2REL records would be used to obtain three separate reliability and shortagetables for selected water rights, control points, and hydroelectric power reservoirs, respectively.  Periodreliability is the number of months for which shortages occurred divided by the total number of monthsin the simulation.  Volume reliability is the total volume of shortages (or total energy shortage) dividedby the corresponding total permitted diversion volume (or permitted firm energy).  The shortage sum-mary is expressed in terms of the number of months and the number of years during the simulationduring which the water right diversion shortage, or hydroelectric energy shortage, equalled or ex-ceeded specified percentages of the permitted diversion or hydroelectric energy target.2NAT, 2UNA, 2DEP, 2SHT, and 2STO records are associated with tables of naturalizedstreamflows, unappropriated streamflows, streamflow depletions, shortages, and end-of-period reser-voir storages, respectively.  The tables include one line for each year of the simulation, with each linecontaining the year, 12 monthly (January through December) values of the variable, and the total forthe year.The 2PER record tabulates end-of-period reservoir storage as a percentage of a user-specifiedstorage capacity.  This table is particularly useful for reviewing simulation results for multiple-reser-voir system operations.  The WRAP3 multiple-reservoir system release rules are based on balancingpercent depletions of specified storage zones.  A storage-duration table is also developed in terms of thepercentage of months for which the storage content equalled or exceeded specified percentages ofstorage capacity.  Sets of 2PER records are used to specify the reservoirs to be included in the tabula-tion and, for each reservoir, the storage capacities (C1 and C2) at the top and bottom, respectively, of theconservation pool or zone.  The end-of-period storages (S) are read from the reservoir/hydropowerrecord of the WRAP output file.  The storage percentages in the 2PER table are computed as follows:percent storage = ((S-C1)/(C2-C1))*100%Job Type 3 Records3HEC, 3NAT, 3UNA, and 3DEP records convert naturalized streamflows, unappropriatedstreamflows, streamflow depletions, and unappropriated flows plus streamflow depletions, from a WRAP
output file, and evaporation rates, from a WRAP input file, to IN and EV records for inclusion in aHEC-3 or HEC-5 (USACE, Hydrologic Engineering Center 1981 & 1982) input data file.  Job type 3records also facilitate combining WRAP with a salt concentration simulation model presently beingdeveloped at TAMU, which also uses the HEC-3 type input data format.HEC-3 has a single fixed format for the IN and EV records.  HEC-5 allows several optionalformats for the individual IN or EV records, including the option of using the “HEC-3” format.  How-ever, the arrangement or order of the IN and EV records, for multiple years and control points, aredifferent between HEC-3 and HEC-5.  TABLES creates each individual IN or EV record in the “HEC-3” format, which can be used in either HEC-3 or HEC-5.  Each record contains the record identifier (INor EV), control point or reservoir identifier, year, and 12 monthly streamflow or evaporation rate val-ues for the specified year and location.  The Fortran format is (A2,I4,I2,12F6.0).  TABLES optionsallow the IN and EV records, for multiple years and locations, to be arranged in either HEC-3 or HEC-5 order.  With HEC-3 format, the IN records for all control points are grouped by year.  The EV recordsfor all reservoirs for a given year follow the set of IN records for that year.  With HEC-5 format, all theIN records for all years are grouped together for a given control point followed by a set of IN recordsfor all years for the next control point, and so forth.  The EV records are grouped together at the end ofthe set of all IN records.  Options are provided on each of the job type 3 records for either including oromitting the evaporation rate (EV) records.  Inputted multiplier factors can be used for converting unitsfor the streamflow and evaporation rate data.  The inflow (IN) records created by TABLES may con-tain either of the following:  • summation of streamflow depletions for specified water rights plus unappropriated flows at thecorresponding selected control points (3HEC record)  • unappropriated flows at selected control points (3HEC record)  • summation of streamflow depletions for specified water rights (3HEC record)  • naturalized streamflows for selected control points (3HEC record)  • naturalized streamflows for all control points (3NAT record)  • unappropriated flows for all control points (3UNA record)  • summation of streamflow depletions for all water rights at all control points (3DEP record)A 3NAT record creates IN records containing the naturalized streamflows read from the WRAPoutput file for all control points.  Options specify either HEC-3 or HEC-5 format and either include oromit the EV records.  The control point identifier placed on the IN records is assigned as integersstarting with one (1,2,3, ...) in the order in which the control points records are arranged in the WRAPoutput file.  The reservoir identifiers placed on the EV records are likewise assigned as integers startingwith one (1,2,3,...) in the order in which the EV records are arranged in the WRAP input file.  3UNAand 3DEP records are identical to the 3NAT record except unappropriated flows (3UNA record) or thetotal streamflow depletions at each control point (3DEP record) are written on the IN records instead ofnaturalized streamflows (3NAT).  Only one TABLES input record is required to create IN and EVrecords for all the control points.A set of 3HEC records can be used to develop any output file which can be created with eithera 3NAT, 3UNA, or 3DEP record as well as providing other features not available with these records.3HEC records provide greater flexibility, but a separate record is required for each control point.  A setof 3HEC records consists of an initial 3HEC record providing general specifications, followed by aspecific 3HEC for each control point for which output is desired.  3HEC records provide the only
mechanism, within TABLES, for adding the unappropriated flows to the streamflow depletions at acontrol point.  3HEC records also allow the user to specify each of the individual control point orreservoir identifiers to be written on the outputed IN and EV records.  With 3HEC records, the userselects the control points and/or water rights for which streamflow data is output as IN records and theevaporation rate data to include in the associated EV records.The EV records are read from a WRAP input file.  The set of EV records for each year must bein the same order by control point.  TABLES numbers (1,2,3,...) the EV records by control point in theorder found in the WRAP input file, for purposes of identifying the EV records associated with each3HEC record.  The user specifies the appropriate EV control point identifier or counter (EVCT) on the3HEC record for the control point.  With a 3NAT, 3UNA, or 3DEP record the “n” sets of EV records areassigned, in order, to the first “n” control points for which IN records are provided.  If there are INrecords for more control points than EV records, the last control points will not be assigned EV records.Thus, 3HEC records (rather than a 3NAT, 3UNA, or 3DEP record) are required if a simple one-to-onecorrespondence does not exist between EV control points and IN control points entered in the sameorder in the WRAP input file.WRAP input data can include a “negative year” to indicate that IN or EV records for onecontrol point are being repeated for another.  TABLES reads all streamflow data, including naturalizedstreamflows, from a WRAP output file.  Thus, all WRAP manipulations of streamflow data, includingcontrol point repetition of naturalized streamflows, are properly reflected in the TABLES output.  How-ever, TABLES does not allow automatic repetition, for multiple control point locations, of EV recordsread from a WRAP input file.  The user must assign EV records to control points on the 3HEC records.Unless the variable “NEGYR” on the 3HEC record is flagged, the TABLES output file will include amessage written each time a “negative year” is read on a WRAP EV input record.Job Type 4 RecordsJob type 4 records result in tables being developed from the data contained in a system release/hydropower file.  4SWR or 4SGP records provide monthly or annual tabulations of system releasesfrom all reservoirs associated with a water right or water right group.  Each table can include up to 15reservoirs.  Releases tabulated for a primary reservoir include streamflow depletions made to meet thepermitted diversion as well as water released or withdrawn from storage.
CHAPTER 8RUNNING THE MODEL
WRAP2, WRAP3, and TABLES are compiled and executed as separate individual programs.Both fortran source codes and compiled executable versions of the programs are available.  The usercan develop WRAP (WRAP2 or WRAP3) and TABLES input files following the instructions providedby Appendices A and B using any editor.  The executable programs are run by typing the appropriatename, either WRAP2, WRAP3, or TABLES, assuming a microcomputer is being used with the Microsoftdisk operating system (MS DOS) or equivalent.  Execution of either of the programs begins with aninteractive session which defines the pertinent input and output files.The computer files involved in executing the programs are listed in Table 7.  The terms “ROOT”and “EXT” refer to the root and extension of a file name (ROOT.EXT), which is named by the user.Some filenames have a root specified by the user, but the extension portion of the filename is specifiedby the program, such as OUT, ERR, ADJ, and SYS.  The user-defined “ROOT” can also include a driveand directory path.  Table 7 also indicates the unit numbers assigned to the files in the fortran open andformat statements, which is useful information only when examining the fortran source codes.The WRAP3 multiple-reservoir system release computations and hydroelectric power compu-tations involve use of the temporary scratch files SCR10 and SCR11 to store intermediate results.  Thescratch files are automatically created; used to write, store, and retrieve computed data; and erased bythe program.  The user has the option of assigning a drive and directory path for the SCR10 and SCR11files.  If numerous water rights involving multiple-reservoir system operations are included in a simu-lation, the scratch files may be used quite extensively.  A RAM (random-access memory) disk can beused to increase the computational speed.The WRAP3 optional ROOT.SYS and ROOT.ADJ output files are created only if specified onthe JD record of the input file.A WRAP input filename (ROOT.DAT) has a user-defined root and the extension “DAT.”  TheROOT.DAT file may contain all the input records, including the title (T1, T2, T3) records through thehydrology (IN and EV) records (as defined in Appendix A).  Since input files can be quite voluminous,WRAP3 provides the option of dividing the data into two files, ROOT.DAT and ROOT.HYD.  Thestreamflow (IN) and evaporation (EV) records are stored in the hydrology file, ROOT.HYD, and allother records in the other file, ROOT.DAT.  With this option, the ROOT.DAT file ends with the EDrecord. Model execution begins with an interactive routine for defining the pertinent input and outputfiles.  The user responds to a series of prompts, involving either entering file names or yes/no re-sponses.  Either a Y, y, N, or n can be entered for a yes-or-no response or the default “yes” can beselected by simply pressing return.  Only the root of the file names and, if desired, the drive anddirectory path, are entered for the WRAP programs, with the extensions being automatically assignedby the program.  The complete file names, including extensions, are entered for TABLES.Table 7Computer Files
Fortran Program Files and Executable Program FilesWRAP2.FOR WRAP2.EXEWRAP3.FOR WRAP3.EXETABLES.FOR TABLES.EXEWRAP Input FilesROOT.DAT - WRAP2 or WRAP3 input file (unit=3)ROOT.HYD - WRAP3 optional hydrology input file (unit=12)WRAP Output FilesROOT.OUT -  WRAP2 or WRAP3 main output file (unit=4)ROOT.ERR -  WRAP2 or WRAP3 error file (unit=14)ROOT.SYS -  WRAP3 optional multireservoir system file (unit=13)ROOT.ADJ -  WRAP3 optional negative incremental flows (unit=9)SCR10 &  -    WRAP3 temporary scratch files used during the computations (unit=10,11)SCR11TABLES Input FilesROOT.EXT -  TABLES input file (unit=1)ROOT.DAT -  WRAP input file (unit=3)ROOT.OUT -  WRAP output file (unit=4)ROOT.SYS -   WRAP3 system file (unit=5)TABLES Output FileROOT.EXT -  TABLES output file (unit=2)
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APPENDIX ADESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3The first two characters of each record consist of the record identifier.  The records are arranged in aninput file in generally the same order as cited below.  The records have a maximum length of 80characters.  The title and comment records (T1, T2, T3, **) include the two-character identifier and a78-character alphanumeric (AN) field.  All other records are divided into 11 fields, some of which maynot be used for a particular record.  The first field is the two-character record identifier.  The secondfield has a width of 6 characters.  All other fields have a width of 8 characters.  Variables with integer(I) or character (A) format specifications must be right-justified in the appropriate field.  Real (F for-mat) variables must either include the decimal or be right-justified.
T1, T2, or T3 Record - Titles or Headings - Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 T1,T2,T3 record identifier  2 TITLE1 A78 AN title or headingTITLE2TITLE3
** Record - Comments - Optional - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 ** record identifier  2 - A78 AN comment
JD Record - Job Control - Required - WRAP2field variable format value description  1 CD A2 JD record identifier  2 NYRS I6 + number of years in simulation  3 NPRDS I8 + number of periods (months) per year  4 YRST I8 + year in which to start simulation.  All IN and EV recordsprior to YRST will be skipped.  5 NCPTS I8 + number of control points listed on CP records  6 NWRTS I8 + number of water rights listed on WR records  7 NUSES I8 + number of use types listed on UC records
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
JD Record - Job Control - Required - WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 JD record identifier  2 NYRS I6 + number of years in simulation  3 NPRDS I8 + number of periods (months) per year  4 YRST I8 + year in which to start simulation.  All IN and EV recordsprior to YRST will be skipped.  5 POWFCT F8.0 BLANK,0 Default value of 0.0010237 will be used for multiplica-tion factor when computing hydroelectric energy.+ hydropower multiplication factor  6 ADJINC I8 BLK,0,1 negative incremental inflow option 12 option 23 option 34 option 4  7 STOFLG I8 BLANK,0 end-of-period storage used when making system releasedecisions from secondary reservoirs.1 beginning-of-period storage used  8 GPOUT I8 BLANK,0 water right identifiers output for chosen water rights1 group identifiers output for chosen water rights  9 ADJOUT I8 BLANK,0 negative incremental streamflow adjustment file will notbe written1 file will be written 10 SYSOUT I8 BLANK,O system release/hydropower file will not be created1 output file is written 11 CPOUT I8 BLANK,O control point records are written to output file1 control point records are not written to output file
JG Record - Water Right Groups for Output - One Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value identifier  1 CD A2 JG record identifier  2 NGOUT I6 BLANK,0 no water rights will be output-1 all water rights will be output1-60 number of water right group identifiers listed on JGrecords, five on each record3-7   GROUP(1,5) 5A8 AN identifiers of water rights and groups for output.  Field 2is blank for the second and subsequent JG records.
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
JR Record - Reservoirs for Output - One Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value identifier  1 CD A2 JR record identifier  2 NREOUT I6 BLANK,0 no reservoirs will be output-1 all reservoirs will be output1-60 number of reservoir identifiers listed on JR records, fiveon each record3-7  REOUID(1,5) 5A8 AN reservoir identifiers for output.  Field 2 is blank for thesecond and subsequent JR records.
UC Record - Monthly Use Factors - One Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD   A2 UC record identifier  2 USEID(I)   A6 AN identifier of use type3-8 PDUSCF(I,J=1,6) 6F8.0 + monthly use coefficients.  Six entered on first UC record,six on second.  Field 2 is blank on second UC record.Index I goes from 1 to NUSES.  J index goes from 1 to 12.
CP Record - Control Point Information - One Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 CP record identifier  2 CPID(I,1) A6 AN control point identifier  3 CPID(I,2) A8 AN identifier of next downstream control point‘   OUT’ no control points are downstream  4 CPDT(I,1) F8.0 BLANK,0 no inflow multiplier will be used for inflows at this con-trol point.+ factor to multiply inflows listed on IN records  5 CPDT(I,2) F8.0 BLANK,0 no evaporation multiplier used+ evaporation multiplier.Index I goes from 1 to NCPTS.
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
WR Record - Water Right Record - One Required - WRAP2field variable format value description  1 CD A2 WR record identifier  2  FILEID(I,1) A6 AN water right identifier  3  FILEID(I,2) A8 AN control point identifier  4  FILE11(I,1) F8.0 0,+ annual permitted diversion  5  FILEID(I,3) A8 AN use type identifier  6  DATE(I) I8 + priority number/date  7  NONE 8X - blank field  8  FILE11(I,5) F8.0 + return flow factor.  Return flows returned in same month.- return flow factor.  Return flows returned in next month.0. no return flow or flow returned out of basin  9  FILEID(I,5) A8 BLANK flow returned to next downstream control pointAN identifier of control point to return flow 10  GP A8 BLANK no group identifierAN group identifier for water right. 11  IWS BLANK watershed flow option is not usedF8.5 + drainage area ratio or other multiplierI6 - watershed flow option identifier linked to FL recordIndex I goes from 1 to NWRTS.
WR Record - Water Right Record - One Required - WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 WR record identifier  2  WRID(I) A6 AN water right identifier, subscript “I” goes from 1 to NWRTS  3 CP A8 AN control point identifier  4 AMT F8.0 0,+ annual permitted diversion  5 USE A8 AN use type identifier  6  WRNUM(I,7) I8 + priority number/date
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
WR Record - Water Right Record - One Required - WRAP3 (Continued)  7  WRNUM(I,5) I8 BLANK,0,1type 1 water right2 type 2 water right3 type 3 water right4 type 4 water right-1 hydropower right  8 RFAC F8.0 + return flow factor.  Return flow returned in same month- return flow factor.  Return flow returned in next month.0 no return flow or flow returned out of basin  9 RCP A8 BLANK return flow returned to next downstream control pointAN identifier of control point to return flow 10 CP A8 BLANK no group identifierAN group identifier for water right. 11 IWS I6 BLANK watershed flow option is not usedF8.5 + drainage area ratio or other multiplierI6 - watershed flow option identifier linked to FL record
WS Record - Water Right Reservoir Storage - Optional - WRAP2field variable format value description  1 CD A2 WS record identifier  2  FILEID(I,4) A6 AN reservoir identifier  3  FILE11(I,4) F8.0 + storage capacity of right  4  EVCFA F8.0 + first storage-area coefficient
- storage-area table entered for this reservoir  5  EVCFB F8.0 + second storage-area coefficient  6  EVCFC F8.0 + third storage-area coefficientFields 4, 5, and 6 are blank if reservoir is listed on a previous WS record.
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
WS Record - Water Right Reservoir Storage - Optional - WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 WS record identifier  2 RES A6 AN reservoir identifier  3  WRSYS(I,3) F8.0 + storage capacity  4 EVCFA F8.0 + first storage-area coefficient (equation below)- storage-area table entered on SV and SA records  5 EVCFB F8.0 + second storage-area coefficient  6 EVCFC F8.0 + third storage-area coefficient  7  WRSYS(I,1) F8.0 + storage capacity at top of inactive pool or (bottom of active pool) or storage capacity     WRSYS(I,2) at bottom of power pool (hydropower right)  8  RESDAT(I,5) F8.0 BLANK,0 reservoir is full to capacity (field 3) at beginning of simu-lation+ volume in storage at beginning of simulation  9  WRSYS(I,1) F8.0 + tailwater elevation for hydropower 10  WRSYS(I,4) F8.0 + water-to-wire efficiency for hydropower 11  SYSNUM(I,3) I8 BLANK,0 downstream releases flow through hydropower turbines- lakeside withdrawals do not flow through hydropowerturbines     area = EVCFA * storage ** EVCFB + EVCFCFields 4, 5, and 6 can be left blank if the reservoir is listed on a previous WS record.  Fields 9 and 10 areblank except for hydropower.  Field 11 pertains to water rights involving releases which may affectsome other hydropower right.
OR Record - Multiple-Reservoir Operating Rules-Optional-WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 OR record identifier  2 CP A6 AN control point identifier for reservoir  3  WRSYS(I,2) F8.0 + storage capacity at top of zone 2 (bottom of zone 1)  4  WRSYS(I,5) F8.0 + zone 1 release priority factor  5  WRSYS(I,4) F8.0 + zone 2 release priority factor
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
OR Record - Multiple-Reservoir Operating Rules-Optional-WRAP3 (Continued)  6  SYSNUM(I,2) I8 BLANK,0 releases constrained to gravity flow inriver channels- pump and pipeline conveyance as well as river flowAn OR record is required, in addition to a WS record, for each secondary reservoir associated with thewater right (WR record).  Field 2 can optionally be left blank if the control point identifier (CP) hasbeen assigned to the reservoir identifier (RES) by a previous water right.
WI Record - Storage-Flow Data for Type 4 Right - Optional - WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 WI record identifier  2  STOFLO(I,1) F6.0 0 no reservoir releases- no limit on reservoir releases+ limit on reservoir releases expressed as a decimal frac-tion of naturalized streamflow at the water right location  3  STOFLO(I,2) F8.0 + reservoir system storage content permitted  4  STOFLO(I,3) F8.0 + diversion amount  5  STOFLO(I,4) F8.0 + reservoir system storage content  6  STOFLO(I,5) F8.0 + permitted diversion amount  7  STOFLO(I,6) F8.0 + reservoir system storage content  8  STOFLO(I,7) F8.0 + permitted diversion amount  9  STOFLO(I,8) F8.0 + reservoir system storage content 10  STOFLO(I,9) F8.0 + permitted diversion amount- Subsequent pairs are entered on second and third WI records.  Field 2 is blank on second and third WIrecords.  Maximum of 12 pairs may be entered.  Subscript I represents index of type 4 right.  A maxi-mum of 50 type 4 rights may be entered.
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
SV Record - Storage-Area Table Volumes - Optional - WRAP2, WRAP3- Two SV records must be entered for each table.field variable format value description  1 CD A2 SV record identifier  2 RES A6 AN reservoir identifier if first SV record- BLANK if second SV record3-8  TARA(1-6) 6F8.0 + volumes on storage-area table     TARA(7-12)
SA Record - Storage-Area Table Areas - Optional - WRAP2, WRAP3- Two SA records must be entered for each table immediately following the SV records.field variable format value description  1 CD A2 SA record identifier  2 - 6X BLANK for both SA records3-8  TARB(1-6) 6F8.0 + areas on storage-area table     TARB(7-12)
PV Record - Storage-Elevation Table Volumes - Optional - WRAP3- Identical format as SV record
PE Record - Storage-Elevation Table Elevations - Optional - WRAP3- Identical format as SA record
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
FL Record - Watershed Flow - Optional - WRAP2, WRAP3- One FL record for each watershed flow identifier (IWS) specified in field 11 of water rights (WR)records.  All FL records are grouped together in any order just before the end-of-data (ED) record.Input parameters are input for the equations shown below.FWR = aSb + cB + CS = FCP - BB = L if   FCP > LB = FCP if   FCP < LFCP = FLOW1 - FLOW2 - FLOW3FWR = computed flow at water right location [FLAMT]S   = computed storm runoff [STORM]B   = computed base flow [BASE]L   = input limit between base flow and storm runoff [FL(IWS,5)]C   = input constant flow [FL(IWS,4)]a   = input coefficient [FL(IWS,1)]b   = input exponent [FL(IWS,2)]c   = input coefficient [FL(IWS,3)]FCP = naturalized streamflow at input for control point(s) [CPFLOW]FLOW1  =   flow at downstream control point [FLCP(IWS,1)]FLOW2  =   flow at downstream control point [FLCP(IWS,2)]FLOW3  =   flow at downstream control point [FLCP(IWS,3)]
field variable format value  description  1 CD A2 IN      record identifier  2 IWS I8 +      identifier from field 11 of WR record  3 FL(IWS,1) F8.5 +      coefficient “a” in above equation  4 FL(IWS,2) F8.5 +      exponent “b”  5 FL(IWS,3) F8.5 +      coefficient “c”  6 FL(IWS,4) F8.1 +      limit “L” between base flow and runoff  7 FL(IWS,5) F8.1 +,-    constant C  8 FLCP(IWS,1) A6 AN     downstream control point  9 FLCP(IWS,2) A6 AN     upstream control point 10 FLCP(IWS,3) A6 AN     upstream control point
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR WRAP2 AND WRAP3 (Continued)
ED Record - End of Data for Basin Description - Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 ED record identifier
IN Record - Naturalized Streamflow at Control Points - Required - WRAP2, WRAP3field variable format value description  1 CD A2 IN record identifier  2 CPIN(J) A6 AN control point identifier  3 PYR I8 + year of inflow- year of inflows, but inflows equal inflows at control pointidentifier listed on field 44-9  INFLO(i,1-6) 6F8.0 0,+ inflows at control point for months 1-6 of year PYR 4 REPEAT A6 AN if PYR=negative, identifier of control point to set inflowsequal to- On second IN record for a control point, fields 2 and 3 are blank, and inflows for months 7-12 are infields 4-9.  A second IN record is not required if PYR=negative.  IN records for all control points for ayear must be entered before the EV records for that year.
EV Record - Net Evaporation Rate at Control Point - Required - WRAP2, WRAP3- The format of EV records is identical to IN records except evaporation rates    are entered instead ofstreamflows.- IN records for a year for all control points are grouped together followed by    all the EV recordsgrouped together for the year.- For a given year, the IN records for each control point can be in any order.    Likewise, the controlpoint order of the EV records is arbitrary.
APPENDIX BDESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLESThe first four characters of each record consists of the record identifier.  TITL records are placed at thebeginning of the file.  No more than five TITL records can be used.  The ENDF record is the last recordread.  Any records placed after an ENDF record will not be read.  With the exceptions of the TITL andENDF records just mentioned, the records can be placed in any order.  Any type of record can be usedany number of times.  All records are optional.  There are no required records.2SCP, 2SWR, 2SRE, 2NAT, 2UNA, 2DEP, 2SHT, 2STO, 2SRE, 2PER, 4SWR, and 4SGP recordsinclude the optional variable (IDEN(ID,I),I=1,NUM).  Only eight values of IDEN can be entered onone record.  Therefore, if NUM is greater than eight, the remaining values of IDEN are entered in fields4-11 of subsequent records immediately following the first record.  For NUM greater than 8, fields 2and 3 of the second and subsequent records are not read.  After (IDEN(ID,I), I=1,NUM) is entered onetime, subsequent records can use the same IDEN identifiers, without reentering, by entering a negativevalue for NUM.With the exception of TITL and COMM records, all data provided in a TABLES input file should beright-justified in each field.
TITL Record - Titles or HeadingsFrom zero to five TITL records are entered as the first records of the input file.  The alphanumericinformation provided on the records is printed on the cover page and at the top of each table.field variable format value description  1 CD A4 TITL record identifier  2 TITLE A76 AN title or headingCOMM Record - CommentsAny number of COMM records can be inserted anyplace in the input file to provide notes or comments.The COMM records are not read or used in any way by the program.field variable format value description  1 CD A4 COMM   record identifier  2 - A76 AN input file comment or notePAGE Record - Title Pagefield variable format value description  1 CD A4 PAGE prints title page
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Continued)
ENDF Record - End of Input Data Filefield variable format value description  1 CD A4 ENDF record identifier
1REC Record - Listing of Specified WRAP Input Recordsfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 1REC record identifier  2 KK I4 0 list specified records      nonzero list all records except specified records  3 NUM I4 + number of record identifiers to follow 4-20 REC 17A4 AN identifiers of specified WRAP input records(REC(I),I=1,NUM)
1SUM Record - Water Rights Summaryfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 1SUM record identifier  2 KK I4 1 summary by control point2 summary by type of use3 summary by water right type4 summary by water right group
1SRT Record - Listing of Sorted Water Rightsfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 1SRT record identifier  2 KK I4 0 listing of rights in priority order1 listing of rights by control point in priority order2 listing of rights by type-of-use in priority    order3 listing of rights by water right type in        priority order4 listing of rights by water right group in priority order
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Continued)2SCP Record - Summary Table for a Control Pointfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 2SCP record identifier  2 MNAN I4 0 annual table1 monthly table2 both annual and monthly tables  3 NUM I4 0 develop tables for all control pointsBLANK  if NUM is zero or negative- develop tables for NUM control points listed on  a previousrecord+ number of control points to follow 4-11 IDEN 8A8 AN identifiers of control points for which to  develop tables (IDEN(ID,I),I=1,NUM)2SWR Record - Summary Table for a Water Rightfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 2SWR record identifier  2 MNAN I4 0 annual table1 monthly table2 both annual and monthly tables  3 NUM I4 0 develop tables for all water rights- develop tables for NUM water rights listed on a  previous record+ number of water rights to follow 4-11 IDEN 8A8 AN identifiers of water rights for which to develop tablesIDEN(ID,I),I=1,NUM)BLANK  if NUM is zero or negative
2SRE Record - Summary Table for a Reservoirfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 2SRE record identifier  2 MNAN I4 0 annual table1 monthly table2 both annual and monthly tables  3 NUM I4 0 develop tables for all reservoirs- develop tables for NUM reservoirs listed on a   previous record+ number of reservoirs to follow
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Continued)2SRE Record - Summary Table for a Reservoir (Continued)field variable format value description  4 IDEN 8A8 AN identifiers of reservoirs for which to develop tables(IDEN(ID,I),I-1,NUM)BLANK  if NUM is zero or negative2SGP Record - Summary Table for a Water Right GroupSame as 2SWR record except CD is 2SGP and IDEN denotes water right group identifiers.  Water rightgroups must be listed explicitly.  NUM cannot be zero for any water right group operation.2SBA Record - Summary Table for River Basin (All Control Points)field variable format value description  1 CD A4 2SBA record identifier
  2 MNAN I4 0 annual table1 monthly table2 both annual and monthly tables2REL Record - Reliability and Shortage Summaryfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 2REL record identifier  2 ID I4 0 table includes selected control points1 table includes selected water rights2 table includes selected hydropower reservoirs3 table includes selected water right groups  3 NUM I4 0 include all control points (ID=0), water rights  (ID=1), or res-ervoirs (ID=2) in table- include NUM previously listed control points,   water rights,reservoirs or water right groups  in table+ number of control points, water rights,         reservoirs or waterright groups to follow  4-11 IDEN 8A8 AN identifiers of control points (ID=0), water     rights (ID=1),reservoirs (ID=2) or water right  groups (ID=3) to include intable               (IDEN(ID,I),I=1,NUM)BLANK  if NUM is zero or negative
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Continued)
2NAT Record  -  Naturalized Streamflow Table2UNA Record  -  Unappropriated Streamflow Table2DEP Record  -  Streamflow Depletion Table2SHT Record  -  Shortage Table2STO Record  -  Storage Tablefield variable format value description  1 CD A4 2NAT record identifier2UNA2DEP2SHT2STO  2 ID I4 0 develop tables for control points1 develop tables for water rights2 develop tables for reservoirs3 develop tables for water right groups  3 NUM I4 0 develop table for all control points (ID=0), water rights (ID=1),or reservoirs (ID=2).  NUM cannot be zero if ID=3.- develop tables for NUM previously listed control points, wa-ter rights, or reservoirs+ number of control points, water rights, reservoirs, or water rightgroups to follow  4-11 IDEN 8A8 AN identifiers of control points (ID=0), water rights (ID=1), reser-voirs (ID=2), water right groups (ID=3) to include in table(IDEN(ID,I),I-1,NUM)BLANK  if NUM is zero or negative
2PER Record - Percent Storage and Storage-Duration RecordsFirst 2PER Record (Fields 3-10 are continued on a second record for more than eight reservoirs.  Amaximum of 12 reservoirs can be included.)field variable format value description  1 CD A4 2PER record identifier  2 NUM I8 + number of reservoirs- reservoir identifiers previously entered3-10 IDEN 8A8 AN reservoir identifiers
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Contin-ued)
Subsequent 2PER Records (four reservoirs per record)field variable format value description  1 CD A4 2PER record identifier  2 - 8X - blank or comment  3 CAP F8.0 + inactive capacity in first reservoir  4 CAP F8.0 + total capacity in first reservoir  5 CAP F8.0 + inactive capacity in second reservoir  6 CAP F8.0 + total capacity in second reservoir  7 CAP F8.0 + inactive capacity in third reservoir  8 CAP F8.0 + total capacity in third reservoir  9 CAP F8.0 + inactive capacity in fourth reservoir 10 CAP F8.0 + total capacity in fourth reservoir
First 3HEC Recordfield  variable format value description  1 CD A4 3HEC record identifier  2 HEC I4 3 HEC-3 format for IN and EV records5 HEC-5 format for IN and EV records  3 EV I4 0 evaporation rate (EV) records are not included in output1 EV records are included  4 NEGYR I4 0 “negative year” messages written+ “negative year” messages not written  5 IN I4 1 unappropriated flows are output on IN records2 unappropriated flows plus streamflow depletions are outputon IN records3 streamflow depletions are output on IN records4 naturalized streamflows are output on IN records  6 CPTS I4 + number of control points to include in output.  A 3HEC recordfollows for each of CPTS control points  7 EVFAC F8.4 BLANK  EVFAC=1.0+ factor by which evaporation rates are multiplied  8 INFAC F8.4 BLANK  INFAC=1.0+ factor by which streamflows are multiplied
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Continued)
Second and Subsequent 3HEC Records for Each Control Pointfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 3HEC record identifier  2 - 4X AN comment, not read by program  3 CPID A8 AN WRAP control point identifier  4 INCP I4 + control point identifier on HEC IN record  5 EVCT I4 + evaporation control point counter  6 EVID I4 + reservoir identifier on HEC EV record  7 NUM I4 + number of water rights8-13 IDEN 6A8 AN identifiers of water rights to include in streamflow depletionsummation at this control point (IDEN(I,J),J=1,NUM)
3NAT Record - Naturalized Streamflows and Evaporation Rates in HEC Formatfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 3NAT record identifier  2 HEC I4 3 HEC-3 format for IN and EV records5 HEC-5 format for IN and EV records  3 EV I4 0 evaporation rate (EV) records are not included in output1 EV records are included  4 NEGYR I4 0 “negative year” messages written  5 EVFAC F8.4 BLANK  EVFAC=1.0+ factor by which evaporation rates are multiplied  6 INFAC F8.4 BLANK  INFAC=1.0
3UNA Record - Unappropriated Streamflows and Evaporation Rates in HEC FormatSame as 3NAT record except CD is 3UNA
3DEP Record - Streamflow Depletions and Evaporation Rates in HEC FormatSame as 3NAT record except CD is 3DEP
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT RECORDS FOR TABLES (Continued)4SWR Record - System Reservoir Release Summary for a Water Rightfield variable format value description  1 CD A4 4SWR record identifier  2 MNAN I4 0 annual table1 monthly table2 both annual and monthly tables  3 NUM I4 + number of water rights to follow  4 FIRST I4 0,       BLANKinclude the first 15 reservoirs associated with water right identifierin field 5 in the order listed on WS records in the WRAP3input file+ include the FIRST reservoir associated with water right iden-tifier in field 5 and the next 14 reservoirs in the order listed onWS records in the WRAP3 input file  5 IDEN A8 AN identifier of water right for which to develop system reservoirrelease tables  6 FIRST I4 0,       BLANKinclude the first 15 reservoirs associated with water right identifierin field 7 in the order listed on WS records in the WRAP3input file+ include the FIRST reservoir associated with water right iden-tifier in field 7 in the order listed on WS records in the WRAP3input file  7 IDEN A8 AN identifier of water right for which to develop system reservoirrelease tables  8 FIRST I4 0,BLANK  same as above+  9 IDEN A4 AN  10 FIRST I4 0,BLANK  11 IDEN A4 AN  12 FIRST I4 0,BLANK  13 IDEN A4 AN4SGP Record - System Reservoir Release Summary Table for a Water Right GroupSame as a 4SWR record except CD is 4SGP, and IDEN denotes a water right group.  For both 4SWRand 4SGP, NUM (field 3) must be a positive nonzero integer and the identifiers (fields 5, 7, 9, 11, 13)must be listed explicitly.
APPENDIX GGUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING WRAP INPUTA model for a particular river basin (or multiple-basin region) consists of the WRAP softwarecombined with the input file developed for the particular basin.  The content and format for the inputfile is outlined in the main report and previous appendices.  The following guidelines focus on compil-ing the information needed to develop a WRAP2/WRAP3 input file.Numerous policy issues are inherent in water availability modeling.  These issues involve vari-ous aspects of water management such as meeting instream flow needs, effects of return flows on wateravailability, reservoir storage priorities, multiple-reservoir system operations, reservoir sedimentation,and drought management including procedures for curtailing water use during droughts.  Collectionand management of data on streamflows, evaporation, water management, and water use are also ma-jor concerns.  Resolution of policy issues and compilation of the required data are prerequisite tocomputer modeling.  The generalized WRAP modeling system provides flexible capabilities for simu-lating a river basin for user-specified hydrology, water management scenario, and modeling premises.WRAP simulates management and use of the water resources of a river basin or multiple-basinregion under a priority-based water allocation system.  With ingenuity and judgement, the model canbe applied to various types of river/reservoir/use systems to support a variety of decision processes.The model is designed specifically for the Texas water rights system but can be applied else-where as well.  The public-domain software package is generalized for application in any river basin,with input data files being developed for the particular river basin of concern.  The original version ofthis set of guidelines was prepared for the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission.  Al-though the discussion is oriented toward applications in Texas, the guidelines are generally pertinentfor various model users regardless of their particular types of modeling situations or the locations oftheir river basins. Water Rights Modeling in TexasThe Texas Water Commission (TWC) and Texas Department of Water Resources (TDWR),which were predecessors of the TNRCC, developed water availability models for several major riverbasins during the 1970’s and 1980’s in support of the water rights adjudication process.  Although thesimulation models are no longer being executed, their input and output data continue to be used.  TheTexas Natural Resource Conservation Commission (TNRCC) is updating these earlier models usingthe Water Rights Analysis Package (WRAP).  Information from the earlier TWC/TDWR water avail-ability models is available through the TNRCC for the river basins which are listed in Table G-1.  Thetable includes the date of the latest version of each model and the hydrologic period-of-analysis incor-porated in the model.The Brazos River Basin served as a case study for the university research projects in which thegeneralized WRAP model was developed.  The TNRCC applied WRAP to the Lavaca and San JacintoRiver Basins in 1996.  Reports and journal papers cited in the References section (page 59) provideexamples of applying WRAP.
Table G-1Water Availability Models Developed Earlier by theTexas Water Commission or Texas Department of Water Resources
River Basin Model Date Simulation Period Brazos  Feb 1987     1940-1976 Colorado  Oct 1979     1940-1972 Guadalupe  Mar 1983     1940-1979 Lavaca  Jul 1982     1940-1979 Nueces  Mar 1982     1940-1978 San Antonio  Mar 1983     1940-1979 San Jacinto  Jun 1983     1940-1980 Trinity  Oct 1990     1940-1981
Much of the information required to develop a WRAP input file is available from the input andoutput of the earlier water availability models.  The Interactive Water Rights Retrieval (IWR) Systemis a TNRCC database for managing the data from the water availability models.  Current water rightsinformation is also maintained by the TNRCC.Steps in Developing WRAP Input for a River BasinDeveloping the necessary WRAP input information consists of the following major tasks orsteps, which are discussed in subsequent sections of this appendix.  1. Delineation of the spatial configuration of the river/reservoir/rights system as a set of controlpoints.  2. Compilation of basin hydrology consisting of:  - sequences of monthly naturalized streamflows for each control point,  - for remote water right locations, drainage area ratios or other parameters for determin-ing naturalized flows as a function of flows at control points, and  - net reservoir evaporation rates.  3. Compilation of water rights information including:  - annual diversion amounts, storage capacities, water use types, and priority dates speci-fied in each water right permit,  - monthly water use factors for distributing annual amounts over the year,  - return flow specifications,  - instream flow requirements,  - hydroelectric energy generation requirements,  - reservoir storage volume versus water surface area relationships,  - reservoir water surface elevation versus storage volume and tailwater elevation versusdischarge relationships for reservoirs operated for hydroelectric power, and  - operating rules for any reservoirs operated as a multiple-reservoir system.
Spatial ConfigurationSelection of a set of control point locations is an initial task in developing a WRAP input file.The spatial configuration of the river basin is delineated by specifying the next control point locatedjust downstream of each control point.  The location of streamflows, evaporation rates, diversions,return flows, reservoirs, and other system features are specified by control point.  Naturalized streamflowsare provided as input for all control points, and the model computes unappropriated streamflows andother quantities for each control point location.Judgement is required to select a set of control points that adequately define the locations ofimportant system features while not unduly complicating the model.  A key consideration is that natu-ralized streamflows for all control points must either be provided as input or expressed as a function offlows at other control points.  Water rights, reservoirs, and other system components must be located onmaps and assigned control points.The concept of a network of control points is analogous to the system of watersheds andsubwatersheds adopted in the earlier TWC and TDWR water availability models.  U.S. GeologicalSurvey gaging station locations were typically designated as watershed outlets in the earlier wateravailability models since streamflow data were available there.  Likewise, stream gage locations con-tinue to be used as WRAP control points.  Other control points are designated as required to define thelocation of the major components of the river basin/water rights system.  In updating the TWC/TDWRmodels, the control points will often correspond to the TWC/TDWR model watershed outlets and, insome cases, subwatershed outlets.  Other subwatersheds will be represented by the watershed flowoption noted below.Water right diversions and storage typically occur at many remote ungaged locations through-out the watersheds above the control points.  The October 1996 version of WRAP2 and WRAP3 in-cludes a watershed flow option to supplement the control point network in delineating the location ofwater rights.  All rights are assigned a control point and, in the model computations, affect unappropri-ated flows and water availability at that control point and downstream control points.  The watershedflow option is used for rights located some distance from their assigned control points.  The WRAPmodel limits water available to these rights to the lesser of naturalized streamflows at the site or yetunappropriated flows at downstream control points.  The watershed flow option allows naturalizedstreamflows at the watershed sites to be determined as a function of the flows provided as input for aspecified control point or alternatively as a function of incremental flows between specified controlpoints.  The watershed flow option provides flexibility for determining the flows at the water rightlocation in different ways ranging from simply using a drainage area ratio to more complex functionalrelations requiring input of several parameters.Basin HydrologyBasin hydrology consists of naturalized streamflows and net reservoir evaporation rates foreach month of the simulation provided as WRAP input.  Naturalized streamflows are required for allcontrol points.  Evaporation rates are required for any control point at which a reservoir is located.WRAP allows naturalized flows and evaporation rates at a control point to be computed within themodel by multiplying data input for that location or another location by a user-specified factor.  Natu-
ralized streamflows (inflows) and evaporation rates are recorded on IN and EV records in a WRAPinput file.  WRAP allows all input to be provided in a single file, or alternatively the IN and EV recordscan be input as a separate hydrology file.Naturalized StreamflowsNaturalized streamflows represent flows that would have occurred in the absence of waterresources development and use in the basin.  Naturalized flows are developed by adjusting historicalgaged flows.  Regression analyses are used to extend flow records and reconstitute months of missingdata in the records.A systematic methodology, with computer software and data compilation procedures, is cur-rently needed for developing sequences of naturalized streamflows based on gaged flow records.  WRAPprovides no capabilities for adjusting gaged streamflows to develop the naturalized streamflows inputon inflow (IN) records.  The authors know of no readily-available generalized computer programs fornaturalizing gaged streamflows.  Such computations are common but generally have been performedon an ad hoc study-by-study basis.Computer programs, such as the Texas Water Development Board MOSS-IV Monthly StreamflowSimulation model, are available for filling in gaps and extending records based on regression analyses.Development of naturalized streamflows was a major component of the water availability mod-els developed by the TWC and TDWR during the 1970’s-1980’s.  As indicated in Table G-1, a period-of-analysis was adopted for these models beginning in 1940 and ending sometime between 1972 and1981.  These naturalized streamflows are available from the TNRCC Interactive Water Rights Re-trieval System (IWR) database.  Initial efforts in developing updated water availability models usingWRAP are incorporating these naturalized streamflows from the previous TWC and TDWR models.The models can be improved by extending the naturalized flows to the present.  The generalconcepts and procedures for naturalizing streamflows used in the past should be continued.  However,a systematic methodology needs to be developed, with computer software, data collection procedures,and convenient database management capabilities.  The level of detail adopted by the TWC and TDWRin the previous studies will probably not be necessary in the future.  The water rights adjudicationprocess necessitated detailed development of naturalized flows at the site of every water right.  In atypical river basin, many hundreds of reservoirs and diversions were considered in adjusting gagedflows to obtain naturalized flows.  However, in any basin, probably most of the impacts of humanactivities on historical flows at the gaging stations are caused by less than a hundred of the largestreservoirs and diversions. With completion of the water rights adjudication process, for most applica-tions in the future, adequately accurate naturalized flows can likely be obtained by considering only themajor reservoirs, diversions, and return flows.As noted previously, WRAP2 and WRAP3 include an option for computing naturalizedstreamflows at a water right site as a function of the naturalized flows provided as input at one or morespecified control points.  The simplest use of this option consists of applying drainage area ratios toapportion flows.  Research is needed to develop improved methodologies for incorporating mean pre-cipitation, Natural Resource Conservation Service (formerly SCS) curve numbers, stream lengths, andother parameters along with drainage area in developing the input parameters for the WRAP streamflowsynthesis option.  The WRAP watershed flow option also provides a framework for streamflows to betreated as a combination of base flows and storm runoff.
